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HIGH AHD lo w
Low t w i l i t  and high F rid a / 
at Kelowna, Penticton. Kamloops 
and Lytton: 25 ai»l 45. High and 
low Wednesday at Kelowna: 47 
and 23.
FORECAST
Okanagan, LiUooct, ̂  South and 
Norto Thompsmi: Sunny today 
and Friday. Little temperature 
change, lig h t winds.
















A SUMMERLAND GETS FEDERAL 
GRANT FOR HEALTH CENTRE
OTTAWA (CP)—A federal health grant of $11,500 
to a new health centre being built at Summerland, B.C., 
was announced today by the health department.
The two-storey structure is expected to be completed 
. in July. Cost will be met by federal and provincial grants 
and a municipal share from the 1958 local tax revenues.
KELOWNA Junior Chamber of 
Commerce turned out en masse 
for the Red Cross blood donor 
clinic at the United church, 
hall. Close to 800 pints of blood 
will have to be donated this
afternoon and evening If the 
1500 objective is to be reached. 
With sleeves rolled up and 
ready for the painless blood 
extractions are (LEFT TO 
SIGHT) Bob Gordon, Don Beal,
Roger Cottle, Ray Rulens, Cec 
Langton, Bob Kerr, Win Jo- 
hansofi. Bill Knutson, George 
Beattie, Fred Charman and 
Arthur Hughes-Games.
—(Courier Staff Photo)
PEARSON "IGLOOS" NOW JOHN'S WEAPON
" -------------------- , 1  • , j . I
North Development,









VANCOUVER (CP) -r- More than 3,000 C9nstructioh
workers now arc idle in B.C. as a result of a-.strikc of Teami-
sters at one project and retaliatory lock-outs at several more.
The strike started last week at . uu n. „  . , ,the ■ B.C. Electric Bridge River Teamsters, .local 213
NANAIMO (CP) — A phrase 
coined by Liberal Leader Lester 
B. Pearson—"from igloo to igloo” 
—is being used increasingly by 
Prime Minister Diefenbaker as 
a counter-weapon in the Progres­
sive Conservative leader’s elec­
tion campaign. '
Mr. -Pearson used it to de­
scribe M r. Diefenbaker’s . pro­
gram of far-north development, 
hfrv Diefenbaker,,, speaking to
CAPE C A N  A V E R  A L . Fla. 
(AP)—The United States Navy’s 
project Vanguard, grounded by 
repeated frustrations^: apparently 
Is flounderii^ in serious^ ^ ffi-  
culty. .
None of the officials in charge 
w ill comment, and the navy has 
lowered a strict curtain of sec­
recy-over its, space reseegch pro­
gram. doggedJ)y misfortune.
Meanwhile, the rival army Ju- 
piter-C program, despite troubles 
of Its own. has pushed to,the fore, 
with launching of' p third Ex- 
gorer satellite already author-
The navy Wednesday called off 
its l)iird attempt in a week to 
launch the Vanguard three-stage 
rocket with a small satellite in its 
noSe. I t  blamed technical diffi 
culties which slowed the_test be­
yond the time that liquid oxygen 
could be retained in the rocket 
without freezing the valves, and 
other sensitive fittings.
Experts said it may prove that 
so much work is required to get 
the shopworn Vanguard back into 
condition that a launching may 
be out of prospect for possibly 
weeks.
Backs Education
MONTREAL (C P )-D r. W. A. 
Mudge of the International Nickel 
Company of Canada, Limited, 
said today financial aid by cor­
porations to education In Canada 
Is sound business policy, nn in­
vestment in their own future.
Dr. Mudge, the company's spe- 
dtal representative on educational 
programa, was addressing the 
first o f , a series of monthly 
luncheons sponsored by the Fed­
eration dcs Colleges ( l̂as.siqucs,
*, Discussing International Nick­
el's enlarged program for aid to 
higher education in Cahndu, Dr. 
Mudgo said it "reflects our con­
tinued realization that It Is es­
sential for Canada's growth, and 
for tho progress of pur own and 
other Industries to strcngUicn and 
expand tho higher education pro- 
grams of the country and to stim­
ulate and promote adequately 
educatixl and trained technical 
personnel.'*
He said oil senior four year 




By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
d ie f e n b a k e r —V isits Horse 
sl̂ oe Bay, B.C., and Vancouver 
Speaks from Vancouver at 7:45 
p.nV. MST on national CBC tele 
vision brondcost.
PEABSON-Speaks at nflpr 
noon meeting at Yarmouth, N.S. 
and at night meeting In Halifax 
COLDWELL—Visits Winnipeg 
Speaks from Winnipeg at 7:30 
p.n). MST on national CBC tele­
vision broadcast.
LOW—Speaks in Peace River 
Alta., iii his constituency of Peace 
River.
an audience of at least 1,100 here 
Wednesday night, said the phrase 
‘‘the modern version of eco­
nomic defeatism.”
NEVER BE FORGOTTEN
It would, he said, /'take lts\,._ .
; -daceazoong--.: th Q s e r-.^ {e m e n t^ |^  
diat are never f  o r  g p 11 (Set 
alongside Liberal party blaims in 
the 1870s that the then-planned 
CPR would run from somewhere 
to nowhere and not pay fo r its 
axle grease.
Earlier in the day, at Port 
Alberni, he told 1,200 persons 
that resources now found in the 
Arctic islandj are " g re a te r  than 
in any other part of the country."
‘‘We intend to assert our sov­
ereignty over the Arctic and 
maintain it.”
From tnis Vancouver Island 
city Mr. Diefenbaker today trav-it jvir ui i o K l a i  
jls b^ ferry  to Vancouver for the 
wind-up of his four-day campaign 
in British Columbia;
M r. Diefenbaker's speeches 
here and at Port Alberni were 
both delivered to capacity crowds 
in high school auditoriums 
SEEKS MANDATE 
He. called for a majority man­
date for his Conservative govern­
ment on March 31. And he said 
that trade with Communist China 
ias been opened up through a 
recent wheat-sale deal and will 
Increase materially in the days 
ahead.
The question of trade with 
mainland China has been a favor­
ite topic of West Coast political 
platform speeches. .
Harry McQuillan,-Conservative 
cai^idate in Comox - Alberni, 
listed it as one of the things he 
would fight for, if ' elected, even 
if it meant opposing some of his 
Commons colleagues.
M t. Diefenbaker gave M r. Me 
Quillan no argument.
"So long as our trade arrange 
ments cover those things that arc 
not strategic materials, there is 
ho reason why we should hot do 
what we can to extend trade with 
that country," the prime minis 
ter said.
It could be done without In 
volvlng diplomatic recognition or 
United Nations membcrsl>ip for 
Communist China 
"We will deal with, those things 
in due course.”
PROBLEM DAY 
More than usual, Wednesday 
was problem-solving day In tho 
campaign for the March 31 fed
see ELECTIONS Page S
Nearly 800 people will have to 
donate a pint of blood this after­
noon or evening if the Red Cross 
blood donor tlinic is to obtain 
its 1,500 objective.
But officials are not discour- 
age4- Blood donor clinic chair­
man, Mrs. Richard Stirling said 
yesterday/s JurpouV̂  : / ^  
“ n ^ p ^ p le rrm  view 01 me 
ii'Svas the opening night of 
Kelowna Production’s presenta­
tion of "Finian’s Rainbow”' and 
the Kelowna-Kamloops hockey 
game.
Total of 372 people attended 
yesterday’s clinic, bringing the 
two-day figure to 737. Mrs. Stirl­
ing said there were about 100 new 
donors. Hours of todays clinic— 
the final session—are ,1:30f to 
4 p.m. and 6:30 to 9 p.m.
A break-down in figures show­
ed that 227 Kelowna residents 
turned out foj yesterday’s clinic; 
Glenmore 26; Westbank 16; Rut­
land 40; Benvoulin 15; South and is president of the Ottawa West 
East Kelowna 19;. Okanagan Mis- Women’s Liberal Federation and 
sion 21; Peachland 3, others “S. I today broadcasts from a local
Arrest of two men and the find­
ing of a stolen safe is believed 
to have solved the Noca Dairy 
robbery.
Two men are in Custody—one 
here and one in Penticton. RCMP 
said formal charges probably 
would be laid later today.
The safe was found Wednes­
day afternobn by two boys on 
Knox Mountain. The door had 
been pried open and about $100 
in cash was missing. Most of 
the records kept in the safe at 
the time it was stolen were re­
covered, poUce said. Some 3,000 
milk tokens also were recovered 
and a considerable amount of 
postage stamps.
Thieves, between 5 p.m. Tues­
day and 6 a.m. Wednesday, forc­
ed the rear door of the dairy and 
rolled the safe out’of thb office. 
TTiey qonveyed it th^qugh the
back door into a- waiting motor 
vehicle. Robbery \yas discovert 
by Wayne Hilstob when he came 
to work at 6 a.m. Wednesday. 
ARRESTED IN  PENTICTON
Henry Amundrud, dairy man­
ager, confirmed that there was 
about $100 in cash in the safe 
and that there would have been 
more, if monies'  ̂ collected by 
drivers of Roth D a iry ' Products 
had not been deposited in toe 
bank Tuesday.
The money in toe safe was in­
sured, according to M r. Amund- 
rud.
The two suspects were arrested 
separately in Penticton.
There have been at least "four 
safecrackings in the city since 
la ri fall.' ^ o  of them still re­
main unsolved, though in one 
case (Simpsons-Sears) the stolen 
safe was recovered infact.
power station project, 150 miles 
northeast of here, when con­
struction drivers walked out in 
sqpport of teamsters union de­
mands for a 30-per-cent wage in­
crease and other benefits recom­
mended in a conciliation board 
report.. .
The 16 member companies of 
the B.C. Heavy Construction As­
sociation have laid off teamsters 
at other power, highway and 
building projects in retaliation.
At affected worksites other 
construction workers generally 
have observed teamster picket 
lines and refused to go to work 
An exception is the Ash River 
power project near Port Alberni 
on Vancouver Island where work 
continues in spile of three team­
ster pickets.
VANCOUVER H IT  
Among large-scale projects on 
which work has stopped is the 
$6,000,000 Vancouver civic audi 
torium. Auditorium m a n . a g e r  
John Paqrucker said there now 
is no chance the building will be 
completed in B.C.’s Centennial 
year.
Opening ceremony for the audi­
torium had been set for Dec, 1 
but M r. Panrucker said it likely 
will not take place until early 
1959.
Companies involved in toe dis-
have refused to approve toe full 
conciliation board recommenda* 
tions and have offered an 18-per­
cent increase ' in present wages 
which range from !$1.78 to $2.31 
an hour. About 200 men are 
striking or locked out. ’
-in-Law Collects
OTTAWA (CP) -  The battle 
for federal representation from 
Ottawa West today spotlights two 
sisters—in opposing camps.v, 
j Charlotte Whitton, toe capital’s 
colorful former niayor, is the rid­
ing’s Prb^ps.sive Conservative 
candidate. "
Her sister, Mrs. Frank Ryan,
station in support of Liberal con­
tender George Mcllraith.
Miss Whitton and her support­
ers also broadcast daily, on the 
same station, owned by Mr. 
Ryan.
33 Years In Jail,
JOLIET, 111. (AP) — Nathan 
Leopold was ready to step into 
the. world qf free men today, ex­
actly 33 years, six months and 
two'days after he entered prison 
for one of toe century’s most 
publicized crimes. , 
Impcdlate plans are for him to 
fly to Puerto Rico for a' $10-a- 
month job as a laboratory worker 
in a mission hospital. Tho Illi­
nois parole and pardon board 
Wednesday approved Leopold’s 
request to take the job, thus au­
thorizing his release on parole for 
five yerirs.
It  was in 1924 toot Leopold, .son 
of a wealthy Chicago farpily, and 
Richard Loeb. his fellow Univer­
sity of Chicago student, commit 
ted what they thought' was the 
"perfect crime”—the murder d( 
a neighbor boy, 14-year-old Bobby. 
Franks. ^
CANADA^S HIGH 
, ,  . AND LOW












WlnnlfMfl, Ottowa, Moelraol 
. Nmoaton. Rodlna, Totont*
Vortcowyar, ColQwy, Sathaloon, OtMwa, Monirool 
Vaacowvar, ManIrMt
Vancouvort Wlnnlfws, Toroolo,
With terrifying coldness they 
worked out the details of their 
crime. They abducted Bobby near 
a playground, beat him to death 
with a heavy qhiscl and stuffed 
his body in a culvert.
Their trial, with toe famed 
Clarence Darrow for the defence 
and State’s Attorney Robert E  
Crowe leading the prosecution 
was a rough-and-tumble affair.
On Sept. 11, 1924, Leopold and 
Loeb went to prison for life on 
the charge of murder plus 99 
years for kidnapping. Loeb died 
in 1936 in a fight with another 
convict. ‘
Leopold, now S.!, was what 
prison officials termed a "model 
prisoner."
BRILLIANT MIND  
Aided by an intellectual level 
far above that of a geniu.s, Leo­
pold mastered more than a score 
of language.*). He corresponded 
with many of toe yrorld’s leading 
intellectuals.
Despite the small salory, it is 
unlikely that Leopold will suffer 
financial hbrdship in his Puerto 
Rican job. He will have p $2,000 
yearly income from a $50,000 
trust fund and a legacy ifo m  an 
aunt totalling between $10,000 and 
$11,000.
In addition, it is expected toot 
he win receive royalties from a 
book ho wra.te about his prison 
life.
Afflock To Carry 
Liberal Standard
(Special to The Courier)
KAMLOOPS -  A. Al. Aifleck 
was nominated Wednesday to 
contest Kamloops constituency for 
the Liberals against Conservative 
incumbent Jusfee Minister Davje 
Fulton. M r. Af.'leck ran last year 
and lost.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Tburisl 
officials in British Columbia have 
asked the provincial government 
to "look into” the possibility of 
charging a small fee for the use 
of government camp sites.
The closing session of the B.C. 
Tourist Council here passed a 
resolution to that effect after 
Okanagan delegates said private 
camp-site operators feel a big ' 
ijehr . government camp site on 
OkanagaiT Lake near Summer- 
land is taking business' away 
from them. , , ,.
Harold McWtlliai(ftSH)f the' pro's* >* 
vincial parks branch said that it 
a charge is made, campers will 
demand such facilities as hot 
water, showers and* laundry serv­
ice.
“ I f  campers want all those 
modern facilities, what’s the use 
of going camping? ” he asked.'
The conference also asked too 
highways department to iniprove 
its road report system and en­
sure the convenience and safety 
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a m m  p a c if ic  a ir u h e s  pr o p o s e d  r o u te s
Canadian Pacific Airlines plan* 
to establish llvc-casi-west main- 
lina passenger rowtei if Its, ap­
plication for transcontinental 
rights is approved by the ■ air 
transport board. Above map
shows the pro|)Osed routes 
which will hkve daily service. 
CPA plans tore# round-trip
flights a ^ay Unking Vancouver 





Three youUis had to bo treated 
In hospital Tuesday night after 
the car in which they were riding 
went out tM control and ’over­
turned on the Lakeshoro Road.
Mishap dccurred near Apscy’a 
store. Just south of Mission Creek.
RCMI/ said too driver was Ted 
Roth and the passengers were 
Frank Schaefer and Roger Orchl 
fOn.
Car damage was estimated by 
^Hc«nt$750.
The trio, token to Itospiial by 
the Kelowna ambulance, were 
released after, treatment for 
1 minor injuries.
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SYMBOL OF B.C.'S MARCHING
Okanagan bridge Is gra- 
dually toklng' shhpe, as can be 
seen bP th iis tr ik in g  photo-, 
graph taken by Ppui P ^tch. 
Nine of the ,12 ponton now are 
In plabe, and the remainder 
will be’anchored' ijaiposlUon by 
the end of the ifnnth. Ideal
weather has -helped i brtdg# 
crewa to proceed without Jnwrw' 
rupUon. one of the maiql plem 
can bo seen in tho foreground.. 
Within' too next few weekA ihe' 
steel decking for.the lift Span 
will b# mounted on. the huge 
concret#. On# of the floating
'can
pontoons. Bridg# ' ig' gchbdultkl 
,10 be comiUeted by mijl-Jliiy»;
tPoolCh: pboto' aiOdio) ’
to place aSMl,  
off for .the ifnAtiJIt
2  t h e  d a ily  COUBIEB, Thitri.. Mtreli 13. 1*»
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lA f E lM E liC
C I I  w d « V  P ^ 9 '  -  -  -  ■
Prices Effective Thursday, Friday, Saturday March 1 3 ,1 4 ^ 1 5
Government Inspected, Grade " A " , 
Fully Prepared .  at Super-Valu, lb.
Boneldss,
Grade "A "  Beef .  .  -  -
Grade "A "  
Beef .  .
Grade " A "  









GET THIS WEEK'S SECTION NOW!
COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED 
"THE LITTLE AND IVES"
WEBSTER D ia iO N A R Y
AND HOME REFIRENCE LIBRARY '
Section No. 7 .  -  W W f
f V ' .  
I \ V
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V
A *<4. ' A ' ill «
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LOCAL GROWN HOT HOUSE
Rhubarb
Fine for pies or stews




2 lb. cello 29 t
Thm-s|(inned and bursting w ith ^weet, flavorful juice . . .  
these oranges are extra large in size . . .  a wonderful buy 
at this low price -  -  -  .  -  -  - -  At Super-Valu, doz.
O v e r 1 3 ,0 0 0  P rizes W o rth  $ 5 0 ,0 0 0  To Be 
VVon In SUPER-VALU's C ross-O ut C ontest I
' r u l e s  —  IMPORTANT * - READ CAREFULLY
1. Place an X  In pencil over the alphabet etter 
to right of the numbers on your card. If the 





Includes Gladiolus -  Dahlias ~  Orchids 
Gypsy and many other varieties.
 ̂ COMPUTE SEUCJIOM OF ROSE BUSHES NOW AT SUPER VALU
2. In each week's SUPER*VALU newspaper ad 
30 numbers will each bo enclosed ® 
squaroAilrclo-dlamond, etc. You con match 
those numbers with numbers on any card.
3. If you have five conflccutlve numbers In ■ 
row—down, across or-dlogohally--you have 
a winning chrd, To receive your gift, return 
the eard es instructed on tho book of tne 
catd.
4, Numbers on your card are to bo matched 
. against numbers In the SyPEILVALy
paper nd.^Chcok tho SUPER-VALU news­
paper carefully.
B, Cards can’ bo played on any of the news­
paper . ads or toprlnts during tho twelve 
weeks but dards ore winners and redeer^ 
able only If played on an Individual week's 
newspaper ad or reprints In stores and all 
• 30 numbers that week In the newspaper ad 
art) surrounded liy the same shape clrclc- 
squnro-diamond, etc.
B, We reserve tho right tp correct any 
graphical or other error or errors which 
might nppoar in'any published matter in 
connootlon with this game and to reject 
winning cards not obtained tlirough IcgUl- 
inoto channels.
7. "CROSS-OUTI!"' cards are ifivin away hcoly 
at all SUPER-VALU stores, no pprchaies 
are required. -
B, Elimination contest will bo hold'if card* 
ayo sent In for more than two nutpmwllcs, 
one mink stole, ono r|tfrlgcrator, and one. 
range. ' ' ''\
(.}' f f
”Where Quality Cosfjs No More"
Canada and U.8 . Patent Pending 8 . IDST, J1KJ4.
195« iind 1W7 by •'Croi^bat** AilvarUilng 9 0 /  Inos, Box M l, 8 t. Loul*, Mo., U jS.A.
An IndepeQ^rtly Owned Food MuAft — , Deilgned for Sboppen In Ibf Kelown# a m .
i





SPECIAL 15c OFFER .




Offer -  .  -  - .  lb. 1.03
TEA BAGS
De Luxe, Special 
Package Offer,




48 6z. tin -  -  -  -  -  -  -
RASPBERRY JAM
Made frOtai Pure Fresh Fruits,




Chocolate .  .  A
BAKERY “FEATURE OF THE WEEK”
TULIP ROLLS
6 Brown and 6 W hite .  .
THE DAILY COH|lIEB. Wuin,. March W. IIW
MORE PRODUCTS ARE PACKED UNDER THE NABOB LAfiEL 
THAN ANY OTHER FAMILY OF FOODS IN CANADA ,
NABOB M b . Flavotainer Bag
★  JELLY POWDERS NABOB, Assorted Delicious Flavors.  .  . ' i ,pkgs.
★  MARMALADE NABOB '3  FRUIT, A tasty combination of Grapefruit, Lemon and Orange .  .  .  .  2 4  oz. jar
★  PINEAPPLE JUICE NABOB, Fresh Pineapple Flavor - .  .  48 oz. tin tins
WAFFLE SYRUP Nabob, special 5 cent offer, 33*oz. ...... bottle
PEANUT BRITTLE ' Nabob, fresh and crisp, 15>oz........ ......pkg. 39 c
LEMON CHEESE Nabob, tangy lemon flavor, 16«oz. ...... ] v
EXTRACTS Assorted flavors, 2 -oz.................................... ..... ...... .............. bottle
VANILLA EXT RACT' Nabob, 2 .0Z. .................bottle 22c
2  tins 4 7 c
51c
Nabob, frojjen, 6*oz.
JUICE From Valencia Oranges,
Nabob, fresh from the vine flavor, 48>oz. .. tin
Unsweetened natural flavor,
48 -oz ............... ..................... tin
Stuffed manziniila, 9-oz. ...... .................... ...... ........... .............................. . jar
Pure bldck, 4-oz. .............................................................. tin
Nabob, Fancy quality, IS-oz. ____ _ __________ ___________ tin ' 26c
2 tins 29c
, :i4:28c
N^bob, choice quaflty, 28-oz............. !.................. flu
Nabob, frozen, fancy quality, 12-oz. ............. ............ ......... ............. 2 pkgs. 33 c





*Najl)ob, fancy quality, 
15>ozn ..... .......................
Nabob, grand for salads and cocktails, j/̂ *s .......... . tin
■ » ' ' '
Nabob, fancy quality, ......... tin
News
D flC E  R l  ̂ * year wc ..will fca-
I I U 3 C  D v ^ n C i J  ture Oregon R o s e
Bushes and the giant siz  ̂ Texas bushes.. All arc 
excellent stock and guaranteed as to variety.
DWAkF SHRUBS
Dwarf Scrubs will be available at Supcr-Valu^
FLOWERING SHRUBS
choose from. ' \
r tU T II  diffcrijat ; kinds
m i l  I IlfP Z iC lljl v/iii| be available ai Super-
Vaju..' , ■ ,, .’ ' '' ,
I’ *
Although it 1$ loo early yet for gardcnqig supplies 
. 1 . ’'the above Itcirta are just a few of yoUr 
requirements which will be available at Super-  ̂
Valii.
MINUTE RICE .... . W  * .,4 7 6
MILK Noca, homogenUed . . . . ____ . . . . _____.l . . . - -q u n r t2 6 C
S O U R  C R E A M  Dcibrook ......... ................. i4-palnt carlo n 27C
B R E A D  Wrapped, Martha iUilna t - — 24d«. loavea 2  io r 3 9 C  
C O H A G E  C H E E S E  N d c a   ...............12K)z.'carU)n23C
L IQ U ID  D E T E R G E N T  wiak, c w . .  m . .  , i„ 7 9 c
L IF E B U O Y  $ 0 A I > v h  cents otter, CegtdiC hars 3 f o r 2 8 c
IN S T A N T  MlLk02,^„art 2 . 1 5
ORANGE BA$E n ca iao id  , 1 - * . , ) . . __’. . . . t t i w . . 2 t o r 4 5 C
TURkEY NOODLE S O U P fe m i:'; . .; . . 2tpe39c 
CHICKPN VEGETABLE S 0 U P £ " m  ,l ?,pc39c I;  
MINESTRONE |
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP , | i
rtO M ATO  V lG H A B lh S O i® i( r & ^ ^ ^
; ■ TOMkTp Soup;hei„i:....;’i ! y 4 . M f I
VEGETABLE-SOUP .
HcInS Is
r u m M  by I  k9 Ite iowM  Coarttf Untiled. 4 » l U oylt A fc^ ItgiowiM. B.C. 
P A G £ 4  THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 195f
—  - - ■   -  ̂ ^ -—■  .............-'I  —"
Responsibility O f Voting 
Iri Mar. 31 Federal Election
, ipectors on the list for the general elcc- 
tr<m held on June 10, 1957, numbered 8,- 
902,125. Of this number! 74 per cent cast 
their ballots on election day.
This meads that more than 2,200,000 Ca­
nadians, eligible to .vote, failed to take the 
trouble to m ark  a balllcn in the Fast federal 
election.
Conceivably, one o6uld find excuses for 
tome Canadians who, because of illness or 
because they were away from their ridings 
for .one reason or another, could not possibly 
cast their ballots, but for the vast majority—. 
for more than 2,000,000 Canadians the only 
j^ s ib le  reason is that they did not care 
e n o u ^  to vote.
Actually, the situation in 1957 was much 
better-than it was in 1953. In the last elec­
tion, the percentage of voters in those on 
the electors list increased by more than seven 
cent. But there is still a lot of room for 
ipiprovement. The measure of our appreci­
ation of our democratic form of government 
is to be found in the percentage of eligible 
.tfbtfcra who cast their ballots on election day. 
Democracy—true democracy—cannot sur­
vive ihdiuerence.
: If a muscle is not usmI it atrophies. In 
the same way, if the rights and privileges 
of dem oaacy are pot exercised by the people 
then, they too 'wither away and die.
This is the challen^ which faces us today 
as we’ appr<»ch anotiier general election on 
March 31. Here is another test of the vital­
ity of democtacy. Here will be county , once 
again, those who recognize the rights of 
democracy and accept the responsibility of 
exercising that right.
It is not enough merely to mark a ballot. 
Canadian men and women should take this 
opportunity to inform themselves on the 
issues of the election and of the personalities 
involved. Participation^for the loyal Cana 
dian in politics starts with the nomination of 
candidates and here the citizens can play an 
important role in seeing to it that men of 
vision and men of principle are chosen to 
represent each party in each riding.
In this age of vast communication media 
there is little, if any, excuse for not knowing 
a great deal about the candidates, about their 
characters, about their mental .ability and 
about the policies which they advocate. By 
means of television, radio, press, platform, 
periodicals and the rest, we are provided 
many excellent opportunities to assess the 
relative merits of the parties anti the people 
who are their spokesmen. Ignorance of politi­
cal matters in this day and age is strictly 
culpable.
A major cam pai^ at the local, provincial 
and federal level is being launched to re­
mind citizens of their responsibility to “Vote 
as you like—but vote”. By means of al 
communication media the reminder will be 
repeated hour after hour and day after day 
until March 31. The campaign will stress 
three points:
(1) Be informed concerning the usues 
and the candidates.
(2 ) 9 ® your name is on the list of 
electors.
(3) Be sure to vote on March 31.
Which reminds us. Is your name on the
voters’ list? You have only a few hours to 
make sure.
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
By TH E VENERABLE D. S. CATCMI>OLB
THE IDES OF MARCH
•Generate Going Soft
Lodldng iround us, we can sec many dis- 
i^ e tin g  s i ^  of paternalism in not only our 
dwn country, but the whole English-speaking
w o rl^  ; . . ; ^
Men ho longer expect to take care of their 
own worries.,. They no longer bargain with 
their bosses, th?y no  longer have to save 
money to bny the thingjs they heed, they rely 
upon pensions and insurance to look after 
their own entertainment, reading matter, or 
sijchness and oM age, ^  they seldom choose 
iW t e o f c lo i l^ ;
' JO modem world,‘everything is 
done for the modern, ypwgster, who seldom 
even has to make a d^ision. No small won­
der that when confronted with tciror, ill- 
treatment, hunger d r  any of the primitive
ON THE 
OTHER SIDE
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
facts of life, his soul quails and he turns to­
wards whatever form of paternalism is offer­
ed. \
The only answer to this is tougher train­
ing. Training so tough that any form of pa­
ternalism will he scorned as the feathcr- 
beddinglt obviously is.
Paternalism did not get our men out of 
the Elanders mud to spit in the eye of the 
enemy. Nor did it open up the wide expanses 
of Canada, Australia and the United States.
It is hard tp go back to tougher times once 
l u x ^  has been one’s portion, but it c a a b e  
done. •
If we are to survive the next war, paternal­
ism must be abandoned and youngsters 
ta u ^ t  to stand on their own two feet like 
men.—S&ult Ste. Marie S tar.. ,
That California woman who 
couldn’t  explain why she shot her 
husband probably never expected 
that anyone would think to ask 
her.
When the baby looks into your 
face and smiles, you never know 
whether he has a sense of humor 
or a touch of colic.
Claims Right's O f Britons
LONDON (Reuters) — Sir Wll- 
Uam Haley, editor of The Times, 
said Tuesday night the; rights of 
public opinlbif in Britain “ are 
slowly and subtly threat
He deflned these rights in a 
public lecture as “freedom of In­
formation, freedom of dissent, 
freedom from •tlctimlzatibn and 
freedom to exert influence.”
Public opinion, he said, is being 
attfled by many responsible peo­
ple who mljtokenly bdlcve “ It Is 
not good for the public to know 
too much.” - 
Haley added: “Often the public 
seem to acquiesce In the propo- 
slUon.'V )
GREATER THAN TV '
The Times editor said that he 
believes that in the long run
S
ubllc opinion is largely in the 
ands of the popular press. “SerJ 
loua" newaoapers such as his 
own. he said, Address themselves 
to the “graoevlne” of well-ln 
fformed people, who in  turn in- 
-  fluence the rest.
Haley said that if the press is 
•‘Intent upon Us proper role, it 
should remain a greater Influence 
of nubile opinion, than television.
The Manchester puaVdlnn wel­
comes Haley’s speech. I t  says the 
tendency foi* stricter Interpreta­
tion of contempt of court 'Tn- 
dudlng the practical restrictions 
daced on the circulation of foiN 
dgn publications in this country," 
ai« ‘•ominous symptoms.”
I t  adds: “Yet, ,they are not the 
worst. The pressures exercised
1
by the cult of public relations . . .  
arc more sinister because less ob­
vious.”
CITES ex aMt l e s  '
The Guardian deaares that, the 
off the record” briefing of re-
^ rte rs  can be u s^  puto^ in neither instance butdevice to silence criticism. Like-
British solders 
Similarly, it says. In 'H itle r ’s 
day those seeking an AngloGer- 
man agreement did not want any 
insults of ^Germany to appear in 
the British ,prCss.
“Discretion served the public
Some boys may be taken in by 
perfume, but the wise ones get 
more pleasure from the odor of 
good cooking.
Pedestrians please note^ After 
you have stepped from the side­
walk it  is too late to look right 
or left.
Sherlock Holmes, 37, of Don­
caster, England, was fined £5 
(S14) several days ago on 
charge of stealing coal. Elemen­
tary, my* dear Watson—thp man 
was cold! ,
Television'is exonerated by a 
leading psychologist as the cause 
of juvenile delinquency. So let’s 
find some other household appli­
ance to blame it on—the electric 
dishwasher, perhaps.
Russia has raised the price of 
motor cars from 25 to 50 per cent 
The ordinary Ivan could not care 
less, the cars are mostly for 
communist officials only.
A student in the U.S. is suing 
a university for not teaching him 
wisdom. He misunderstands. Wis­
dom is something you often get 
not because of education, but in 
spite of it.
10 YEARS AGO 
March, 1948
One of the original old-timers 
of the district passed away Sun­
day, with the death of John Car­
michael Haynes, in his 80th-year. 
Mr. Haynes died at his home in 
Benvoulin. The late Mr. Haynes 
Was born in Osoyoos and had lived 
in the district all his, life. He 
served three years m World 
Wat 1.
V re d  Gore has been appointed 
paid chief of the Kelowna Volun­
teer Fire Department and will 
also carry on his duties as assist­
ant fire marshall. M r. Gore will 
relinquish the positions of build­
ing inspector, plumbing inspec­
tor and electricaT inspector and 
a man w illij)e  engaged by the 
cily to liR these positions.
were: Disturbing public assemb­
lage. 2; cruelty to animals, 1 
discharging firearms within city 
limits, 1; total, 4. Cojnplaihts re­
ceived and investigated, 14. Fines 
and costs imposed and collected, 
$15; dog licence money collected, 
$8. Trade licence money collected 
and paid. $155. Total, $178.
wise, it says, appeal« for “ trust* 
:trom politicians must at tirqesi 
be treated with suspicion.  ̂ , 
An example, the Guardlhn ed­
itorial says, is that before the 
1956 Suez intervention British ed­
itors were' persuaded not tq in­
form the nation of the govern­
ment’s war preparations beenuae 
it might endanger the lives of
that will not prevent government 
mentig f r o m ' t r y i n g  the 
same tactics again,”  it  adds
CF-105 TO FLY SOON
TORONTO (C P)-A vro  Aircraft 
Limited announced Monday Its 
new supersonic CF-105 will make 
its first flignt sometime this week. 
The 30-ton, long-range all-weather 
interceptor, built to carry n nu­
clear weapon, is expected to 
reach speeds of 1200' miles an 
hour. The Canadian government 
has already spent $20(j,000,000 de 
veloping the CF-105.
Jra il Group Urges 
Special liouk Board
TRAIL (CP) — The appoint­
ment of a continuing commission 
to deal with Sons of Freedom 
Doukholmrs , is urged in a reso­
lution passed by the Trail Cham­
ber of Commerce; for forwarding 
to Attorney-General Bonhbr.
I t  alleged that there never has 
been an cntii‘cly satisfactory 
program (oc dealing continuously 
with the Doukhobor situation and 
tKht terror and lawlessness has 
existed for ntany years in West 
Kootenay and Boundary areas 
next to urban communities.
\
Maybe you have noticed-'-liv- 
ng costs are now at a new peak, 
Ihe seventh jump in so many 
months. Seems about time we 
started doing something about it.
The perfect couple: what he 
lacks §he, doesn’t have ^cither.
U.S. astronomer predicts that 
the year 2,000 man will be 
raising crops on the moon under 
huge domes. The wheat surplus 
may have disappeared by then.
20 YEARS AGO 
March. 1938 
Through train service between 
Vernon and Kelowna was delay­
ed 24 hoiursL this week because of 
a niud and rock slide near the 
Lumby junction.! ,
30 Y R a RS AGO 
hfarch, 1928
The persistent campaign waged 
by the Kelowna Board of Trade 
for titilizatipn of the Kamloops- 
Kelowna branch of the Canadian 
National Railway for transporta­
tion of mail has been crowned 
at length with success, and next 
Monday a north-bound service 
from Ifelowna will be instituted, 
leaving daily, except Sunday, at 
2:40 p.m., and connecting at Ver­
non with the CPR train for Sica- 
mous.
40 YEARS AjbO 
March, 1918
Cases brought before Magis­
trate Weddell during the month
50 YEARS AGO 
March, 1908 
A sudden and mysterious visi­
tation of spinal meningitis has 
been playing havoc in Vernon 
during the past two weeks, and 
some anxious parents are send­
ing their children away for the 
time being to be out i t  danger. 
So far, toere have been seven 
deaths, principally of young peo­
ple, out of ten cases. The medi­
cal men of Vernon are taking the 
precaution pf Isolating cases in 
the hope of arresting the spread 
of the disease.
DID TOD 8AT TOTATO 8ACKST 
I t  you happen to lee me gdng 
down the atreet looking about me 
somewhat coyly, t  want you-to 
know the reason: I  have an ad­
mirer. Male or female. 1 cannot 
tell, but 1 have an. admirer. No 
one will ever know how patheti­
cally grateful I  am for this dec­
laration of admiration, and from 
one who credits me with speaking 
and writing with my tongue in 
my cheek. )
I think It Is quite marvellous, 
just when I  had come to the con­
clusion that no one could enjoy 
a bit of tun. there turns up some­
one who understands me. I  won­
der who he or she can be! I  am 
quite sure of one thing. It  can't 
be the individual who telephoned 
me recently and said he was 
Irish. Well, he may have been 
but, from the way he, spoke I  am 
qidte sure he had a go<xl deal of 
Scotch (and I  mean Scotch) in 
him too. '
Now my admirer wants my 
opinion on the potato sacks (he 
or she calls them so, not I) or­
dained by one Diqr for use by 
young ladlesi What is this per­
son trying to, do? Destroy me? It 
is one thing to rag the—you know 
whos, not to mention the—well, 
use your imagination!—but to ask 
me to express opinions upon what 
women wear, that is simply too 
dangerous.' I t  is bad enough to 
have ajitagonized fanatical na 
tionals without getting the women 
in my hair also.
When we were in England one 
of the popular plays was called 
'Free As Air”  and that strikes 
the right note, in my opinion, 
what \vomen should wear, and 
when it comes to describing 
men too. for that matter. 1 could 
write many a column on the ab­
surdity of dress. I  am old enough 
to have seen some of the more 
absurd costumes worn by both 
men and women. I  recall wom­
en’s hats which were like huge 
inverted wash basins, and skirts 
which were so tight around the 
feet that walking was almost im­
possible. Frankly, I  don’t mind 
too much what people wear so 
long as they do not look hideous, 
and on this point I  gather that 
my admirer and I  agree whole­
heartedly. Some of those hats 
were frightful, but so were some 
of the dresses. I  am inclined to 
agree that Dior and his clan con­
spire, like the union organizezrs, 
to do something, no matter how 
awfuli in order to justify their 
existence. Thus they ordain that 
women shall look shapely or 
shapeless in 1958 oh 1959; and 
there are always .a lot of silly 
people who fall for this kind of 
guff just as—(whoops! I ’d better 
keep off that subject or I ’ll have 
fndre people, laced with Scotch, 
calling me on the telephone).
As I  was saying, our dress is 
perfectly ridiculous. I  admit it 
'out can do nothing much-about it 
Like so many of my age, I  am
getting quite the wrong shape te  ' 
go about in as air' garments.' 
At least I  realize it. Some don’t! 
nut if  the ladies really want toy- 
advice, let me recommend that 
they adopt the ‘sari* which 1 Saw 
everywhere In England last sum­
mer on the women of India who- 
wore either visiting or living 
there, A very effective garb. 1 
would say.
Speaking quite seriously. I  
would reSssure my admirer. Only 
a very small minority go In for 
extremes in dress, or undress. 
Most of our peo^e dress sensibly 
and decently. In England, the 
Teddy Boys, and here the Zoot 
Suiters (sorry if the spelling is 
wrong), represent a small min­
ority of the younger crowd. The 
three-parts naked people who-go 
up and down Bernard Avenue in 
the summer are tourists. I  imag­
ine and ,trust. So let’s not worry 
about the potato sacks. Few, if 
any will wear them, and they 
won't stay in fashion long, for 
which we Ih^^nk God and take 
courage. ,
RED OFFICIAL REPLACED*
TOKYO (AP) -  Radio Peiping 
Monday night said North Koreans* 
Deputy Premier Pak W1 Wan ha|i 
been replaced by Lee Chong Ok, 
finance minister. The Communist^ 
broadcast, monitored here, did 
not elaborate on llie reshuffle or 
say what happened to Pak.
COMPOSER DIES
LONDON (AP) -  Dr. Leigh 
Vaughan Henry, British composed 
and orchestra leader,- died iVion- 
day.' He was 68. Henry wrote an 
opera. Moon Robbers, while in­
terned in a German concentration 
camp during the world war. In  
1945 he founded the London Civic 
Orchestra.
t ‘ I
Heading on th is ' year’s In 
come tax forms are printed, in 
blue Instead of brown, but keep­
ing out of the red Is still the trick
, F IRST T D IE  f o r  TORONTO
I f  Toronto Maple,Leafs happen 
to toiss making the Stanley Cup 
playoffs this year it will mark 
the first time in history that the 
Maple Leals have missed the 
playoffs two years In a row. They 
missed. the playoffs last year 
when toey flnished the regular 
season Ini fifth place. The Leafs 
have nqver .ftolshed in last place 
since toe National Hockey League 
became one division in 1938-39 
They finished in fifth place and 
missed the playoffs In 1952-53 and 
1945-W.
BREVl.. ■ ■ ■
BIBLE THOUGHT
Of toe U.S. food production, 
about 01 per cent is used by its 
own people. With population in 
creasing at the rate of 3,000,000 
annually, how loi)g will America 
be able to feed itself?'
A new threat to the big cars Is 
the two cylinder car that will go _
75 miles on hour which Moscow when we are taking toe wrong 
is promising to-produce. , |road in life. __________
er-He that retoseto reproof 
reth. P r. 10:17.
We would welcome reproof
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»ri -'fi' ; ” 1 A m /  ' ' t  ̂ >
Here is B.C.’s only 
authentic Centennial 
Beer. Phoenix, brewers in 
British Columbia since 
1858, proudly presents 
this special .light smooth 
beer fdr your enjoyment 
during Centennial Yfear. 
Keep a ca^e of Phoenix 
Cert fennial handy. t
Get it tod ,
USE THE
MERIT p l a n
' i' ' ‘ I • ' , I
The fact, that (Qanadians keep iisidg the 
I.A.C MERIT PU N  again iid  again spdaka for 
the confidence they have in this most used
of all finance plans in Canada. . '
Watch your budgot wlion you buy "on Nma".
Avdd “oasy lormi" and "low down poymoar - 
'.flmincino ^  thoy'ro moro .cbitty to tho ond.
Sno your MERIT PLAN dRoior.
• Ho’R racommaad Iha bast tarms, for you. • '
IN D U S T R IA k  AC C BPTAN G V C O R P O R A T IO N  L IM IT IR
ip 9tu » n  a f Caaada'aVMair Ilia d  flMa furabaia ftoa
Kelowna 2 2 2 4
'•f ■ ' . ■ r.,.
Phoenix Divilion Lucky |Lager Breaeriei Ltd. VIS4
Util liiiitiiiBiit ii Dt idlidd h tU U|Uf Ciiliil Itiri if h tki SniriisHt i! Eiillil •̂**"̂ **' '-*'V
 ̂ . V
THE DAILY COUIIEB 
TOUB.. MAM. U. lies
bim by Newspaper 
Ceases Publication
The iM O iby  * Losicr. nnulU* 
inrai^MKl oewtoaper which served 
the community of Lumby for 
the mist W  years, oimounced the 
piiMkhlng of its final issue last 
week.
Difficulties of publicatl(HS were 
cited fo r the closing of the news­
paper. which made it "no long­
e r  practical to continue," the 
publisher stated in an announce­
m ent Saturday.
The newspaper was owned by 
H. O. Howard of Lumby, who is 
eninged In other work at present. 
Lattly, it has been operated by 
his s^e.
ENDS TONIGHT
" U .F .O ."
— Plus — 
“STRANGEB AT 
MY DOOR”
Last Cootplete Show 8:50
STARTS FRIDAY
ENTERTAINMENT ACHIEVEMENT
\ y r Rainbow" W ell LOCAL A N d DISTRICT
W orth Price of Admission
a wnamuMiaui KW 
. — Plus •—
“EYE WITNESS”
— Starring — 
DONALD SINDEN
GATES OPEN NIGHTLY 6:30 
SHOW STARTS 7 P.M?
. . .  Kiddies Playground and 




VER N O N
HIGHWAY 97 NORTH
First-nighters at the Kelowna 
Productions presentation of 
"Finian's Rainbow" which began 
a five night run at the Empress 
Theatre last night got a great 
deal in return for t i»  price of 
admission.
Traditionally, there is a pot 
of gold at the end of every rain­
bow. In toe local production 
there arc two. The one called for 
in the script and Red Hughes 
Cast in the title role of Finlan 
McLonergan, Red’s interpreta­
tion of the part is sheer delight
The opening bars of the over­
ture set the mood of fantasy and 
fun which predominates through­
out the ^entire musical. Mark 
Rose directed his orchestra with 
a masterly touch'and the results 
were excellent.




.WINFIELD — Plans were fiiP 
alized to cater lunch and supper 
for* the Red Cross Blood Donor 
Clinic, staff at the regular month­
ly meeting of St. Margaret’s 
Guild.
'The clinic will be held.Friday. 
Two new members, Wfrs. Hol­
land and Dr. M .iC. Dobson, were 
welcomed- into the Guild.
I I
BOYD
DRIVE-IN th e a tr e
Arrangements were also com­
pleted to hold a rummage sale 
|̂dn St. Michael and All Angels' 
parish hall, in conjunction with 
Guilds of St. Michael’s and Glen 
more on March 19. Donations of 
rummage will be gratefully re­
reived. They can be left at St 
Margaret’s parish hall, or picked 
up if a call is placed to Guild 
president Mrs. D. Cartwright at 
2810.
Tentative date of Apr^ 30 was 
set to hold another card party 
in the Parish Hall.
The Guild changed their meet­
ing from the second Monday in 
each month to the second Wed­
nesday, and the next meeting 
will be held on April 16' at the 
home of Mrs. A. Pollard. At the 
close of the meeting, refresh­
ments were served.
hat Janet Jardine, whose sihg- 
ng and acting ability made her 
■» perfect choice for the role of 
Ibaron McLonergan, is still a 
student at high school. Pretty, 
tnd with ehyiable stage presence, 
Janet was the leading lady in 
eveiy sense of the term, and 
with an Irish accent!
Harold I^ttm an brought a 
speciaLquality to his role of Og, 
a leprechauh who imdergoes 
certain changes, and completely 
captivated the audience. Susan 
Mahoney, a mute who e j^ rp s se s  
herself through the dance med- 
Iruh, was exquisetlx portrkyed by 
Marlene Be^ud.
As Woody Mahoney, Bob 
Emslie did a creditable job in a 
nice relaxed style. Senator Bill 
board Ra'wkins, played by Ted 
Scoullar, became a convincing 
character through sheer acting 
ability, for while the overall 
make-up picture was outstand 
ingly good, Ted is a very young 
man and he looked it.
Bill M illar turned in a very 
solid performance as Buzz Col­
lins, a nasty man. Others whose 
portrayals are worthy of special 
mention include Edythe Walker, 
who made the most of a second­
ary ro le ,. Rex Marshall, young 
Monty Hughes and a little en­
chantress named Cheryl Daft who 
almost stolathe show.
As one who feels qualified to 
speak on the subject, I  canqot 
give enough praise to those re­
sponsible for the miracles per­
formed by such numbers in so 
little space. Frank Bishop is to 
be commended not only, for the 
dramatic quality achieved by his 
performers but also for creating 
ah illusion of great breadth on a 
pocket-handkerchief stage.
The stage settings were ex­
tremely good. Particularly im-
oressive I  felt, was the rainbow
Uusion. Costumes, which repre­
sent a great deal of painstaking 
ffort, were colorful and right.
Individual performances such 
as vocal soloists and dance 
numbers received round after 
round of applause last night and 
that is Just and proper. The 
choral work is so outstanding in 
Finian’s Jlainbow however, that
I  feel a wery big bouquet is due 
to Ralph Jamieson as vocal di­
rector, and to Miss Pratten, a 
deep bow lor choreography of 
extremely high calibre,
IF you didn’t  see last night’s 
show, 1 hope you have tickets for 
another night Finian’k Rainbow 
is an entertainment achievement 
of which Kelowna can be justly 
pround. It's delightful.




Four members of Kelowna 
Community Chest e x ^ t iv e  who 
held office during 1957 have been 
re-elected to serve In the same 
capacity during 1 ^ .
■^ey are; President, David 
Northrop: vice-president, J. W. S. 
Kelly: treasurer, M. F . Bartlett, 
and executive secretary J. Rob­
erts. They were returned to of­
fice at a Chest director’s meeting 
in the Health Unit Annex last 
night.
H . C. "Cece" Langton, chair­
man of the Kelowna Junior 
Chamber of Commerce United 
A p ^ a l committee, was appointed ' 
a Chest director, completing- the 
slate of directors for 1958. .
Community Chest committee 
chairmen appointed at the meet­
ing were: budget, P. C. McCal- 
lum; membership, W. A. Shil- 
vock; publicity, H. C. Langton, 





Will Play At 
RHS Concert
Musical itumb«rs*feah)ring,faur 
massed bands from Rutlai^ and 
Salmon Arm h ig h . schools w ill 
climax a band concert Rui> 
land High School FrldST. j
"The massed band numbers' 
have been well ■ rehearsed and 
produce a flno * concert band 
sound together,*? said Gordon 
King, director o f Ruttand .band,' 
Dance Band and Majorettes.\Th« 
Rutland aggrtgatitms will pro* 
vide the first part of the concert. 
Led by Terry Elford. tho 
Salmon Arm High S c l ^  Band 
will supply music Ipr x»rt two 
of the program.
Friday’s program  will .begin .at 
8:00 p.m. Proceeds will go to­
w ard new and m uch needed 
equipment for th e  Rutland Band.
U Peachland Civil Defence








Outdoor Drama in Color 
James Craig ■ Lila Milan
Early days and trouble 
in Florida w i t h  ' the 








with the Bowery Boys 
Hilarious laugh a minute
Friday and Saturday 
MARCH 14 and 15
"THE FIRST 
TEXAN"
Joel McRea, Fetica Farr, 
Jeff Morrow
Show starts at 
7 and 9 p.m.
BOX OFnCE 
AND SNACK BAR 
open one hoar before 
show time.
I PENSIONERS M EET
In the ’ absence of President V. 
|R. McDonagh, M r. Reading took 
[the chair at the regular monthly 
[meeting of the Old Age Pension­
er’s Club held recently in the I club room of Memorial Hall.
Mr. Moses, who attended the 
[last Recreation Commission 
meeting as a delegate, told the 
meeting of the aid and informa­
tion which could be obtained 
through the commission on al- 
[rnost any activity or hobby.
Plans were then discussed for 
i future entertainment.
Elected to attend the provincial 
[convention of Old Age Pensioners 
dubs in Penticton, was Mr.
1 Moses. ,
All members who have not 
[renewed their memberships, and 
iahyonte else who is interested, 
are invited to attend the next 
meeting, to be held in the Mem- 
[orial Hall on April 3 at 2 p.m.
At the close of the meeting 
refreshments were served. Host- 
I esses were Mrs. C. L. Gunn and 
IMrs. Offendahl.
The regular monthly meeting 
of the Women’s Association of 
the United Church was held at 
the, home of Mrs. A. Portor. 
Hostesses were Mrs. Read, Mrs. 
Chato and Mrs. Offendahl. Fifteen 
members were present, a^ well 
as two visitors.
Date of the congregational pot 
luck supper was changed from 
March 21 to March 28.
This will be held In the church 
basement. Arrangements were' 
made to have a table of home 
sewing for sale the same evening, 
A very intevesting report was 
glv̂ cn by Mrs. E. Clarke on the 
Women’s ' Missionary Society 
Presbyterial Conference held at 
Oliver recently. Other churctj 
business was discussed and fol­
lowing the close of the meeting 
refreshments were served; Next 
meeting is to be hold at the 
homo of Mr*‘ J. McCoubroy on 
April 14.
SOCIAL NOTES
M rs i.H . a ,  Nesbitt and her 
daughter Ruth of West Vancou­
ver ̂  were recent visitors at the 
home of her daughter and family 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Cartwright.
Mr.< and Mrs. M . Koyama of 
Qucsncl are visiting at the home 
of the latter's parents,; M r, and 
Mrs. T. Tnljl.
(Continued From Page 1) 
oral e l e c t i o n .  Paraphrased 
briefly, the a n ^ e r  from all di­
rections was: Vote for our party. 
But there were amplifications.
Social Credit Leader Solon Low 
said n t , Edmonton that his party 
has a three-pronged proposition 
—built around its “modem, scien­
tific” monetary policy—to solve 
Canada’s inflation-deflation prob­
lems. .
CCF ■ Leader M. J. Coldweli 
said in a recorded radio address 
that Canada’s recurrent unem­
ployment p r o b l e m  could be 
solv^ if the federal government 
adopted the CCF policy of plan­
ning for consistent high levels of 
oroduction and economic activ 
ity.
Hustling through Nova Scotia 
Liberal Leader Lester B. Pear' 
spn said the problem of unem­
ployment in Canada “will not last 
much longer” after The Liberals 
get into power. ̂
ECONOMIC BALANCE 
The amplificatiohs:
M r. Low said a Social Credit 
government firist would establish 
a "modem, scientific policy” to 
govern' and regulate the supply 
of money and appoint a body to 
keep effective consumer pur 
chasing rwwer in balance with 
the supply of goods and services, 
Next, it  would keep tab on net 
growth of the economy over a 
given period and distribute new 
money—either as direct divi­
dends to individuals or as a con 
sumers* discount on retaU prices 
—to equal net growth 
WORK TO BE DONE 
' M r. Coldweli said it U folly for 
Canadians to be out of work and 
Canada’s resources unused at a 
tlmq when many projects need 
to be carried oUt.
A CCF government would Rn- 
act legislation to ensure con­
struction of at l e a s t  200,000 
homes annually for low-income 
families. I t  also would initiate 
school and hospital building pro­
grams
His party believed that , erratic 
ups and downs in, the economy 
with recurrent unemployment 
could be solved by government 
planning "for consistent high 
evels of production and eco­
nomic activity."
Earlier, Mr. C o l d w e l i  dis­
counted reports that he had not 
felt well at a Moose Jaw. Sask., 
meeting Tuesday night. He said 
he was tired but not sick. He 
suffered a mild heart attack a 
year ago.
PRIJTTY SERIOUS’*
M r. Pearson said the unem­
ployment situation Is "pretty 
serious," but he Was confident
NEW ROTARY OFFICERS
New officers of the Kelowna 
Rotary Club were chosen at 
this week’s luncheon meeting. 
Elected president for the com­
ing year was Thomas T. Tomiye 
(right). 'Vice-president is Alex
of the Peachland Civil Defence 
[corps, held on Monday evening 
jin  the Municipal Hall, suitable 
groups were set up to handle the 
various duties that would be as­
signed, in the event of an emerg­
ency. Groups were named by 
Local Civil Defence Officer; W. 
|B. Sanderson.
Charles Hailstone was named 
I as Deputy Officer, and there is 
[a Mutdcipal C.D.O.
Supplies and catering: M r. and 
IMrs. A. Flintoff, Mr. and Mrs. 
E. Neil, Mrs. George Smith, Mrs. 
C. Haker, Mrs. V, Oakes and 
Franklin Neil. Reception and 
registration: Mr./and Mrs. C. W. 
Aitkens, M r. and Mrs. Ivor Jack- 
son, Mrs. A. Coldham, Mrs. F . E. 
Wraight, Miss M. Coldham. 
Emergency lodging: M r. and
Mrs. Peter Spackman, Mrs. G. 
Sanderson, M r. and Mrs. J. 
Wilds, Mrs. Hv MacNeUl, Mrs. 
Chas, Topham/ Transportation: 
C. Leduke, J. G. Sanderson, A. 
(Holdham. Fire de'partment: C. 
Haker, R. Stump. V. Oakes, A. 
Johnson. Messengers and run- 
Iners: Terry Bradley, Richard
SAND and JGRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 
J. W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 Stirlliif Plaet
On Saturday evening the !» -  
glnners Square Dance Class, 
which has been dancing in the 
rumpus room at the home of M r. 
and Mrs. C. Inglls during the 
winter, made three surprise pre­
sentations as a gesture of ap­
preciation. To M r. and Mrs. 
Inglis they gave a set of TV  
tables; to Mrs, A. Bradbury, an 
earring and necklace set and to 
John Enns, a Bolo tie and cig­
arettes.
Visitors at the homes of M r. 
and Mrs. R. B. Spackman and 
Mrs. Geo. Smith, at the weekend 
were M r. and Mrs. Jack Pater­
son, of Okotoks, Alta, and M r. 
and Mrs. Haybar and children, 
of Pehticton. From Williams 
Lake, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Koi- 
visko, visited Mrs. Geo. Smith 




Odium Brown Investments Ltd 
366 Bernard Ave. 
Today’s Eastern Prices 
(as at 12 noon)
AVERAGES
New York (Dow Jones)
Noon Change
30 Industrials 755.04 -f  .44
20 Rails 105.78 +  .27
15 Utilities 
Toronto .
73.38 +  .01
20 Industrials 423.48 — .35
20 Golds • 78.45 — .05
10 Base Metals 152.46 - f  .52
15 Oils 130.99 -t- .18
Haig (left). Members of the 
five-man executive are Tom 
Brydon, Charles Buckland, Don
MaxweU, Trevor Pickering and \ c ~ n h  Bobbie Newton Bob Sandie Rennie. Officers wiU be- I S  JNewwn, bod
installed later in the year. , __  . *These various groups got to­
gether to set up plans later in the 
eVenihg. They will report to a 
general meeting to be held soon
The Junior WA to the United 
[Church held it’s regular meeting 
on Monday evening in the United 
20% kaiurch HaU.
10.00 Tentative plans to hold a Cen 
7.65 tennial Variety concert, possibly 
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7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
flMlltt 
tMai ttB
N Ih i i m I.
t*]m i
OILS
Cal, and Ed 19%
Cdn Husky 9.80
Cent Del Rio 7.60
Home Oil A 16%
Fort St. John -3.00






Prices quoted on a net basis
‘All Cdn Compound 5.97 6.49
All Cdn Dividend 5:17 5.62
Can Invest Fund 8.14 8.93
Diversified "B” 3.10 3.40
Grouped Income 3.32 3.63
Investors Mutual 9.47 10.23
Trans-Canada ‘‘B’* 24.50 







PHVIUS KBK'PETER LOHRE'JOE MANHl-GENE EVANS 
Saturday Contbtnons from ItOO p.m. CarttHHu
MONDAY — “THE GARMENT JUNGLE*? 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
there would be no depression ."bc- 





Ho said the Conservatives are 
try  to " p a p e r  over th e  
cracks" In Canada’s detcrlornt 
Ing  economic situation; Mr. Die 
fenbaker had said the United 
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WE ARE MOVING 
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DIRECTLY WEST OF 











t  •  • your case
BOND QUOTATIONS
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Limited 
, 280 Bernard Avenue.
Kelowna, B.C.


































2%  due 4959 
6th Victory Loan
99.00 99.25
Z7p due 1960  ̂
7th Victory Loan
98.70 99.00
3% due: 1962 
8th Victory Loan
97.50 97.75
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan
96% 97.00





5% duo 1977 
Saskatchewan 
5% duo 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario.
5% due 1964 
Ontario 
5% due 1075 
Corporations 
Abitibl
4%% due 1066 
B.A. Oil 
5%% duo 1977 
B.C. Electric 



















The H ALF DOZEN
Compact, lightweight case 
that’s smart insurance 
against finding yourself 
"fresh out”—handiest way 
to take home a little
"reserve”.
Most called for case with 
the convenient pop up 
handle. Standard in size 
and shape for years— 
what’s different, and de­
lightful, is 6 SELEC;r.





er of publfc 




population of 5i,0()0,ePM has '3.- 
000,000 more women than men,
TODAY'S tr e n d
IS








The Corporation of The City of . Kelowna will 
accept Tenders fqr the Kelowna Centennial 
Project —  “An Addition to The Kelowna and 
District Memorial )^rena, j Kelowna,
Contract documents available Kom Jbhn VVood- 
worthy Registered Architect, 513 Lawrence 
Avenue, Kelowna, B.C., after 3:00 p.m. Tuesday, 
March U . 1958, on deposit of $25.00. Tenders 
close at 4:30 pini, Friday, March 21, 1958, at 
the office of the City Clprk. Certified cheque or 
Security Bond must accompany all iTcnders. Low­
est or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
JOHN WOODWORTH,, M.R.A.I.C.
■ tv
m LV 'VJ: •■■'J
W m f t
V m
The TWO DOZEN) ' , , '  ̂ ■ ■ ■
Restock your refrigerator 
. . . refresh friends pnd 
neighbors coming to call. 
PhoUe for free delivery to 
your door.
F o r  f r e e  d e l i m y  p f i6 n e
\
To ŝum up, . ,  whfttBver. 
case calries it, the n j^ k -, 
ling brown ond blue car­
tons of 6 SELECT un­
failingly guide you to beer ' 
at Ite lightest, 
and b e s t ;
Kelowna 2224 { f 'A  ;
^ W K S ^  C A P l l i A N O  B m W E .
0 7 ' I J «
T liii adveriii^ment U  not publiihcd or diipbycd by the Liquor Control Bo;in|'' ' ; 






The Packers had an off-night 
on Wednesday, and the Kam­
loops Chiefs took full advantage 
of it by handing them a 4-2 
beating and tying up the series 
for the 0§HL chamt^lonship at
one game each, with one tied. 
Every Packer missed h is  
changes'but “Hurricane” Harry  
Smith, Packers rushing young 
defence man, missed a couple 
of beauties. Above, be is seen
bursting in like a small typhoon 
on Jim Shirley’s sanctum, with 
the lanky net-minder prostrate, 
but he missed the net. Next 
game is in Vernon tomorrow 
night.
The Packers never cashed 
on opportunity last .night.
Facing the Chiefs in the third 
game of the OSHL finals, they 
missed chance after chance, com- 
ng’away with a 4-2 beating, and 
he Series all tied up.'
The Chiefs owner’s Indignation 
campaign against fiery rebel, 
Girant Warwick,' seemed to hav? 
fizzled out in tbe northemi air, 
as he teed him last night in spite 
of a tentative announcement of 
his release, slated foV Tuesday.
Id spite of poor .work by the 
game officials, resulting in a lot 
of grlm-lboking’ hockey an^ one 
off-side goal, file game was lost 
somewhere in front of Jim Shir­
ley’s net. as the Packers’ scor­
ing guns missed chance alter 
chance.
The Packers had Ray Powell 
back in the line-up, using him 
sparingly, and the sniooth centre 
man picked up'one of the Pack­
ers’ goals, but missed the net 
clean op two chances that were 
practically ticketed “goal’'.
Coach O’Reilly us«i his “kid 
line”  ̂ sparingly, trying to get 
those precious goals out of his 
first two lines, but they just 
weren't coming through.
Brian Roche, flaying his usual 
hustling, driving game, scored 
one of the tallies, but missed at 
least four more. Jim Middleton, 
Moe Young, Harry Smith, Mike 
Durban, they all missed wide- 
open chances.
Rookie Ron Leopold was 
Johnny-on-the-spot for two of the 
Kamloops markers,'Fred Sasak- 
amoose and Gerry Prince earning 
the other two.
OFFSIDE TALLY ‘
The Chiefs took full advantage 
of a first-period penalty to the
Apple-Cheeked Rookies
Hoary Vets Pay Off
By MARTY GOODMAN
Canadian Press Staff Writer
'The old and the new are paying 
off .in ' t h e  National Hockey 
League.
Maurice (Rocket) Richarf, at 
36 the oldest active player, had 
two goals and an assist and his 
brother, Henri, 22, scored a goal 
end assist as Montreal Canadiens
Title
The B. A. -Oilers will have a 
slim, one-point lead in their two- 
game, total point series for the 
B.C. interior championship again­
st T ra il All-Stars this Saturday 
night.
Coach Hank Tostenson’s Oilers 
will host the ’Stars at 6:36 p.m. 
In the high school gym, the game 
time moved up to make it pos­
sible to attend the hockey play­
off game at 8:30 as well.
'The Oilers, defending champ­
ions of the interior, are gunning 
lor the provincial championship
defeated Toronto Maple Leafs 5-3 Creighton scored all three goals 
Wednesday night. Ifor New York, Hull both for Chic
Dave Crelghtn, 27, now with ago. 
his fourth NHL team in a 10-sea- Dickie Moor«| collected assists 
son career, personally outdueled on all three Richard tallies to in- 
18-year-old Bobby Hull, youngest crease his lead to five points over 
player in the league, as New New York’s Andy Bathgate in the 
York Rangers defeated Chicago individual scoring race. Bathgate 
Black Hawks 3-2 in the only other had a' single assist and is tied 
contest. [with Henri Richard.
■]̂ e results maintained Moni 
real’s lead over second - place 
New York at 20 polnte. Toronto 
is nine points behind ^Boston 
1 Bruins and Detroit Red Wings 
and a spot in the playoffs. Chic­
ago, four points .behind Toronto, 
has been eliminated from the 
playoff race.
The result at Toronto made the
Packers in the first frame, with 
the “Pony Line” and Leopold 
forming the power play. Milliard 
was a good three feet over the 
line as the play moved into the 
Packers end, and the two lines­
men' and one ref missed it. al­
though he was right out in the 
centre of the Ice.
Evans dug the puck out to .Leo­
pold on the play, and the rookie 
winger drove a low shot home, 
giving Dave Gatherum .very little 
chance.
The Packers’ hopes had a 29 
second flicker in the second frame 
t^hen Joe Kaiser moved into the 
comer I carrying the puck, then 
moved it  over towards the Kam­
loops cage, and passed it out to 
R o^e. who flipp ^  a neat back­
hand nito the open corner, at 14 
seconds.
Sasakamoose, doing f  utility 
stint at defence, ended the tie 
29 seconds later by drilling one in 
from point that was slightly 
screen^ and going like a bullet. 
ADDED PADDING  
Leopold added some padding to 
the Chiefs’ score .at 5:02 on
comer half way through the third 
period to Prince and the fleet 
winger triggered it in to give the 
Chiefs a big edge.
Powell managed to wUttle the 
lead dk)wn by onevit LA:0T, but 
the league titlists had'missed too 
many too often to make the 
grade.
The schedule now calls for a 
Frictoy game in Vemon, Satur­
day back in Kelowna and Mon­
day up in Kamloops. Either club 
needs two wins and a tie or 
three Y'Iqs take the title. 
LINEUPS
KamloOps—goal, Shirley; de- 
defence: Dawes, Hunchuk, G
altics; Evans. Coburn 11:44, Leo­
pold 15:37; Voss (team penalty) 
18:56.
Third period; 5. Kamloops,
Prince (Leopold, D. Warwick! 
10:53. 6. Kelowna, Powell (Roche. 
Middleton) 16:07. Penalties: M o  
Callum 14:18, Sasakamoose 15:10.
costly lapse by defenceman 
Smith, who had the puck between 
his feet about 15 feet out in front 
of Gatherum, and Leopold just 
loosened the disc and drove a low 
one into the comer of the net
Both clubs remained on the 
offensive then, and for the re- 
mai^n^' 15 minutes of the sec­
ond frame and half of the third 
frame it looked like the Packers 
might get the two goals back. 
The crowd were kept on the edge 
of their seats as the red add white 
crew missed enough chances to 
win the world tournament.
I t  was Dick Warwick who laid 
a pass out from the Packers
Warwick. Kemaghan; forwards: 
D. Warwick, MiUiard, Leopold, 
Evans, PrinCe, Hryciuk, M ar­
quess, Cadman, -Sasakamoose.
Kelowna—goal. Gatherum;, de­
fence: Smith,. Cobum, Lavell, 
McCallum; forwards: Powell,
Middleton, Roche, Jones, Dur­
ban, Jablonski, Voss, Kaiser, 
Swarbrick.
SUMMARY
'“First pierlod: 1. Kamloops, Le­
opold (Milliard, Hryciuk) 10:35. 
Penalties: Dawes 1:43, Lavell 
4:32, Dawes 6:51, Hupchuk 7:26, 
Durban and Kemaghan 9:04, 
Smith 14:29, Marquess and Mc- 
CaUum 17:31. . ,
Second period: 2.« Kelowna,
Roche (Kaiser,' Middleton) :14. 
3. Kamloops, Sasakamoose :43. 
KanUoops, Leopold 5:42. Pen
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Vernon Stages
W arriors Again Top WHL, 
But Flyers Have Credit
By TH E CANADIAN PRESS spot in , the Western
A 4-1 victory over third-place 
Calgary Stampeders put Winni­
peg Warriors .buck into sole pos­
session of the Prairie division top
this year, and the ’Stars will be game seem closer than it  was. 
the last hurdle this side of the The muscular Habitants were 
mountains. ' ' dominating play and had a 4-1
In the first game of the series, head when Gerry James bulled 
played in Trail last weekend, the his way in for one Toronto goal 
Oilers were off-color in their de-and Montreal defenceman Tom 
fensive work, according to team- Johnson deflected Gary Aldcorn’s 
manager Jack Burtch, the club LoUing shot into his own net for 
statistician. another.
Coach Tostenson is quietly con- took Henri (Pocket Rocket) 
fident about Saturday night, how- U^johard only 23 seconds to build 
ever, feeling that his boys canLp yjg margin again after Maur- 
carry the series by tightening up gg^t him into the clear, 
and playing their best brand of .j.j,g Rockets, who returned to 
ball. ' [ notion two, weeks ago after a 42-
game absence due to a severed 
Achilles tendon, scored Mont­
real’s first two goals on hard 
backhand shots.. He now has 1$ 
goals this seasoh and-608 in regu­
lar season play during his 16- 
year career,
Jean Beliveau, with his 22nd, 
„  ,, and Andre Pronovost were the 
ilocKey .. Mnntronl marksmen.
League Wednesday night., . I George Armstrong scored To-'nie win gave Warriors a t w o - A l d c o r n  
point edge over Edmonton Flyers ^ ^ g ^ j  ^^^h the one kicked 
but the Flyers have thrae games by Johnson, 
in hand. Winnipeg has seven'
Big Guns Open 
First Day Of 
Ogopogette
Millie Tophnm’s Peachland 
rink, defending champions of the 
Ogqpogctte Bonsplel’s Grand 
Challenge Export Trophy,'lead off 
against the Newby rink from 
Kelowna at 8 a.m. tomorrow.
A total of 28 rinks, 14 from Kel­
owna, will lake part in the three- 
day event, with the finals slated 
for Sunday evening.
Commlttoe from tha ladles sec­
tion of the curling club, charged 
with the administration of the 
bwispicl, arc:: Mesdames Dor­
othy Witt, MarJ DeHart,, Gladys 
Fisher, Chris Gregory, Mutlel 
Willows and Ixsile CmoUk.
Hero are tomorrow’s competi­
tors:
, t  arti.—
Fisher (Kam.) vs
Slgalet (Vernon) vs ___
Tapham (Peachland) ya 
Newby (Kelowna)
10:18 ■ .01,**-
Alston (1B u rtc h ............
McCoiigherty (Kelowna) v i  
iSfie (Kamloo|>a)
Dunsdoo dSummerland) vf 
\ MUham (Vancouver*
Tbigart (Balnion Arm! vs > 
D c ^ elly  lKcloT«ma! 
lUO p.Bl,—




WhinUMi (l^achland! vs 
Smart (Kelowna) ■
Watson (Kelowna) vs 
Russell (Vcrtwih!
, i . , .Weir (VOrnon! vs '
Stavensort (Kelowna! ,
DeHart (Kelowna) va 
OwaSi (Kelowna)




...............  • ------ TTj I Creighton’s trio brought hismore games this season, Edmon-L^^^j y,hUe Hull has
ton 10. _ U j tjbey alternated their goals
In the other game^Wc^esday crelghton scoring first and night, Saskatoon-St. Paul Regals, , , - j
without goalie Lucien Dechene.l "̂̂  ̂
suffered the second successive' 
defeat of their tour of the Coast 
division. Victoria Cougars, last- 
place Coast club, edged Regals 
3-2 for their 16th Win in 63 games 
this season.
Billy Mosienko, Steve Wltluk,
Howie Glover and Earl Ingar- 
field scored single goals for War­
riors at Winnipeg. Chuck Blair 
was the only Calgary marksman.
The Warriors led 2-1 at the end 
of the first and scored two un­
answered goals in the ■ third 
period.
ROLLINS OUTSTANDING
Goalie A1 RolUns was a' stand: 
out for Crtlgnry. turning aside 
34 shoto—17 of them in the first 
period. 'The agile notmlnder foiled 
Winnipeg attackers repeatedly as 
they rained shots on the (Calgary 
net.
Ray Mikulnn at the other end 
had a comparatively quiet night, 
hnndUnft only 17 shots.
A smart solo rush by Carl Kai­
ser resulted in the winning 'fi|onl 
for Victolfla. The Victoria de* 
tcnccntan caugld rookie goal 
keeper Frank Kubica by surprls'o 
with a well-placed blazer to the 
far side after wheeling Into Snsk 
atoon territory by himself.
'The tic-breaker came at 6:51 
of the'third period and the Ro- 
gals couldn't get another shot 
oast a starry Emile Francis be­
fore time run out.
Rookie Reg Primeau got both
The Kelowna Golden Owls at­
tended the 113th annual B.C. high 
school tournament in Vancouver 
this weekend als champions, but 
was the runners-up, Vemon 
S ilv e r^ ta rs .'^ h o  staged the 
startling upset. ,
T h e  Stars, smaU in stature but 
large in ability, raced to an upset 
victory over the Howe Sound 
champions. West Vancouver, with 
17-year-old Ron Samol pacing the 
'Stars to their first win in tour­
nament play, 35-26.
The Owls, Okanagan champions 
by ■virtue of beating the ’Stars 
here last weekend, were knocked 
out by Ocean Falls in their open­
er, • 39-21, playing without the 
services of Glen Delcourt, over 
the tournament age limit,
Vernon led their opponents 
right from the. start, and held a  
slim 18-14 lead going into the 
final quarter, when they turned 
on the heat fpr 17 points to wrap 
up the match, in spite of three 
of the club drawing fqur fouls.
Ocean Falls relied oh the tow­
ering height of 6’6” centre Bob 
Duhsan, who scored 10 points 
and blocked many Kelowna tries 
Don Forbes was the lop man in 
the game with 11 points and 
George Hawkins potted eight for 
the Owls.
In  other first-round play, Nel 
son was defeated by Mission, 43- 
37; VancQUver's Prince of Wales 
defeated Cumberland, 52-29; and
minute win* over Quesnel, 38-34.
The Lord Byng Ghosts came 
from, behind in the second half 
to beat Abbotsford, 43-36, paced 
by Haifiey’s T7-point effort.
Defending champion Vancouver 
College knocked off North Sur­
rey, 44-33, to hold opto their 
chances ‘ for success in defence 
of the crown.
For the Owls, Tt will have to 
be the consolation round now.
Victoria drew , a thrilling,, last-
FIVE PIN TOURNEY 
SET FOR KELOWNA
Kelowna Bpwladrome will be 
the scone of the Okanagan In­
ter-City Men’s Flvc-Pln Bowl­
ing Championships Sunday, 
March 16, at 1 p.m.
Kamloops, Armstrong, Revel- 
stoko, Vernon, Lumby, Kelow­
na, SUmmerland, Penticton, 
Oliver and Prihccton will bo 
sending their top male bowlci^s 
to this tournament to ,vlo for 
the coveted Pepsi Cola trophy;
Spectators are welcome to 
see these top valley teams 
battle it out for the Okanagan 
crown. • •
a H R A R IN O  a i d
that brinfit you 
Hoorino Id its DosI
,.*fo r only
K
‘ I for the losers while Tom 
arthy and Gordie Haworth 
got the first two Victoria goals.
The crowd of 1.930 fans sifw n 
fast, wide-open game in which 
most o f the play .was inside the 
blue lines. The clubs look turns 
rmiting on the pressure and only 
sotoe fine goal-keeping At both 
ends and dogged checking kept 
the acoro down. i
No fancy sslet comnUiilontt 
That’i  how Z«nl|h can oflter ila 
inoJcl 30-X Heating Aid at al­
most VI (he price of meny com­
parable oompeillive initru- 
menit. lO-Day Money-Back 
Ouaranieel Coma in...or 







ers, last year’s Western Interna­
tional Hockey League chanipions 
gained a berth in this year’s fi­
nals with a •4-2 win over Trail 
Smoke Eaters Wednesday night.
Flyers, who at'one stage in the 
semi-final were down 3-1, won 
the best-ot-seven series 4-3. They 
will meet Rossland Warriors in 
the final, starting here ^Friday 
night.' • '
Brian Wbitall led Spokane with 
two goals while Lome Nadeau 
and Dave Gordichuk got singles. 
Warren Hicks-and Gordie Robert- 
son  scored for Smokies, who 
finished in the cellar in regular 
season play. • ’
Only two penalties were called 
throughout the game.
G o ^ e  Seth .Martin stopped 29 
shots for Trail while John Sofiak 
handled 25 at the other end.
2 piece Chester-., 
field, p u t  f o r m  
R o c k e r .  Beds, 
Chest o! Drawers,
Table and Chairs,
Lawn ' C h a i r s ,
Garden Tools and Hoses, Pots, Pans and "Dishes,
Electric M otor, Gas Motor.
/
M any more items too numerous to  
mention*
OKANAGAN TRADING POST
Vemon Rd., 3 miles frona Kelowns, Phone 8433
GIANT
RIFLE CLUB SEEKS 
MANY EAGER HANDS
The BCD Rifle Club is look­
ing for eager-beavers this. Sun­
day at 1 p.m. at the Glenmore 
rjfle range.
I t ’s work party time, and any 
volunteer with shovel, rake or 
hammer will be welcomed at 
this first work party of the 
year., Shooting will start the' 
following Sunday if the Ranges 
are iq order.
Plans are under way to re­
surface all targets this year.
WEDNESDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Fort Wayne, Ind.—Holly Mims,' 
154V4, Washington, D.C., out 
pointed Spider Webb, 157\4, Chl- 
'cago, 10. ___ _
118, Bernard rhMM 2124
BOYS! GIRLS!
FREE MOVIES
Yes, you can receive a two months’ 
supply of your favorite theatre movie 
passes by securing TWO SUBSCRIB­
ERS for The Dally Courier. Join In the 
fun! Get n friend or neighbor to help 
you receive la book of theatre tickets 
from us to .you. Can bo used at any 
Saturday matinee or any one night for 
a totol of 7 weeks.
Y O IT IiL H A Y E
C om fort
IN  YOUR HOME  
W ITH
KUM FdRT
IN  YOUR BASEMENT 








A LL OVER T H i  STORE
2 5 %  off EVERYTHING 
2 5 %  off a l l  BOOKS
other reductions up to 657o
SAVE NOW ON
Bitoks —  Craft Supplies — Art Supplies —  Model Crafti 
G iee^gs Cards —  Souvenirs
All Sales Cash—  No Refunds
1571 PENDOZI PHONE 3044
y V >■ s X <■>
HURRY! TIME IS LIMITED
I  understand that by subscribing to The Daliy Courier for a 
minimum period of Ihrco months, that the Jr, Salesman listed 
bclqw will receive one book of theatre passes.
New Subscriber’s Name
Addreii^ . . . ----------- . . . . . .
City . . . . . _____________ Phone
New SnbBcrlbpr’a Name 
'Address . . . . . . ---------- — '
City Phene
Please nuh Famotu Players Movie Passes te:
^  ■ ' " ' - . . jName  . . . — . . . . . . . . . . -w.— ...^'Wiohe  -----------
Address ............................................... . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M . . .
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Label! THE DC«T BREWS IN  THE WORVD COME FROM CARUlNO'a
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SPORTUGHT
Packers Missed Hat Full-' 
Chiefs Swung Scalp Knife
By GEORGE IN CU S 
(Courier Spurts Edltorl
nes P«e Wes Puckslers To Invade TV ShowL U C ^ ,  Ont. (C:P)-Tbe Ly-. con Leprechauns, * a  ̂ sprightly 
team of pee wee hockey idayersl 
which includes 12 lads and three' 
colleens, will appear on TV’s EdJ 
Sullivan's St. Patrick’s day show’ 
this Sunday. , '
Seventy p t r  cent of the* team 
are Irish, or of Irish descent, i
THE D,%ILT COUEIES
i THUB.. MAB. 13. IKS
It wasn't the Packers night last night.
Aided by an ineptness around the goal that saw them 
miss chance after chance labelled ■ for the scoreboard, and 
luithcr helped by a hustling, digging and opportunity-grabbing 
clnb Intent on winning their first game of the series, the Packers 
went down to defeat, and the series is a brand new one now.
' Whatever gremlins were plaguing the boys in red and 
white, it wasf running right through the club, as Brian R(x:he, 
a guy who doesn’t often miss, had two beautiful chances. Big 
Jim Middleton, Ray Powell, Harry Smith, they were all doing 
it, fanning on the puck or missing the Chiefs’ net, even when 
tWty had Jim Shirley beaten cold, and that takes some doing 
t  ̂ Po'.vell, back in for his stint after the pulled ligament that 
side-lined him for the first two games of tfic scries, looked 
good out there, but he missed his share* also, and took it A 
litde slowly, getting his sea-legs back. He'll be back at top form 
fo | Friday night’s game in Vernon.
‘ Dave Gatherum played a strintillating game in goal, stop­
ping the Chiefs cold on several of their Uireats especially 
breakaways, and the goals that got past him were ones he had 
vary little chance on.
Mike Durban and Moc Young were working at a furious 
clip on cither flank of Bugs Jones, but the trio couldn’t light 
the light although they came close more than once.
 ̂ Pat CobUm was the outstanding rear guard of the night 
and the bewitching stick-handler set a fast pace in the dying 
minutes of the game as he tried to overcome the deficit.
♦ The Chiefs took advantage of every chance thrown their 
wiy, following the first ten minutes of play, ip which the 
Packers had nine dangerous shots on goal compared with one 
soft one by the Chiefs.
Their confidence grew with the passing minutes until the 
point where they showed better than they have so. far in the 
series. -
A^d, as we said, it just wasn’t the Packers night*
ACE IN THE HOLE
Ken McKenzie, master of sunrise and^ intrigue in the 
OSHL, showed, he could swallow even a whole mouthful o 
’ insults if the odcis were right.
in spite.of the brisk exchange of unpleasantries between 
himself and Grant Warwick, which included veiled insinuations 
of collusion, indifference and unsportsmanlike conduct, the 
stubby little gtiy with the square chin was wearipg the maroon' 
of the Chiefs again last night, a shock to most of the onlookers.
It was more surprising in the face of the fact that plans were 
ui\der way Monday night to announce Grant’s release offi­
cially on Tuesday. .
However, it was good to see the little guy out there again,' 
even though he was badly out of shape ss the result of his 
lay-off, and he may have added some spark to the club by 
his presence.
The Chiefs’ owner had been running out of ideas,‘ no 
doubt, with the schedule, pretty well a foregone conclusion, 
and the opportunities for conniving getting slimmer, so the 
opportunity of pulling the swifty may have lightened ihis day
The possibility is that brother Bill, on the road to re­
covery now, may have interceded for'Q rant and used a bit of 
level-headed diplomacy to cool both principals off/ The in­
jured warrior is a mighty persuasive fellow, and he has the 
re|pect o f bqth. parties;. >••, . —  ̂ -
At any rate, McKenzie seems to figure the end is greater 
than the insult.
THIS IS A REFEREE?
The fellow who should have been on his toes all through 
the series is referee Gordon Hamilton, a guy whOyStartec 
-  reffing here this year on the basis of his experience as a lirie- 
' man with the WHL. Trouble is, he is too opinionated to learn, 
and has spent a season here with no great gain to anyone.
' In last night’s contest, and in the one at Kamloops, he 
‘ went even further than usual in his bumbling ineptness, he 
started doing a little leaning, by all appearances. A lot of 
infractions have been slipping by, nothing to really do any 
grave damage, but en o u ^  to upset the attack of a smooth- 
passing club. Whether this is by accident of design; the rate 
of incidence is unfortunately one-sided.
Both Gerry Kernaghan and George Hunchuk on the 
Chiefs’ defence are big men, rough and somewhat uncouth in 
their manner of play. They seldom make a stick check where 
something else will do, and quite frequently lean on the oppo­
sition forward, scraping him along the boards, roughing him 
around the ears with gloves, butt end or elbow. Many of their 
checks along the boards are the kind where they deliberately 
tie a guy up with their stick rammed in against the boards.
Up in Kamloops on Monday night, Kernaghan got into 
a duel with Andy McCalluni that resulted in three penalties 
for McCalluni before it was over, and each time Kernaghan 
danced around derisively in full view of Hamilton, obviously 
inciting, but drawing no penalty for his actions.
No referee can actually change the course of a game 
such as the one on Wednesday ntj^t, even though the linesmen’s 
permission of play to continue in spjite of a flagrant offside oh 
the first Kamloops goal was a bitter pill to swallow. The real 
reason the Packers lost however, was becausfc they didn’t score 
often enough.
Neither the fans who pay to watch good hockey nor the 
players who arc paid to deliver it get a fair shake with n guy 
like this Hamilton on the. whistle. He came here with a bare 
minimum of experience as h ref, and he certainly hasn’t im­
proved. Nothing stands still, .so the inference is he must have 
back-slid, all the time he should have been learning.
He is his own best admirer.
KOOTENAY UPRISING OVER
The Packers will have to get on their horse in the next 
three game.s, curbing any klcas the Chiefs may have about 
taking this series, ju.st a^ the Flyers did in Kootenay play.
The cellar-dwelling Trail club pulled a startling rqversa 
of play in their scries against last year’s Allan Cup finalists. 
Spokane Flyers, when they took/the first two straight in the 
semi-finals with the U.S. club, and had a 3-l\ lead in games 
before they folded.
Even then, the sixth game of the series was a whing-ding; 
which might haye gone to T rail except for the sudden-death 
stylo of overtime they play in the WIHL.
The* Smokies had staged an uprising in the third frame 
that puU ^ them from a 2-0  d(i!fictt,  ̂and tied the game in the 
final minutes, They bnuled on'even terms through one period o 
overtime, then part way through the next overtime until the 
lie-breaker settled things in favor of the Flyers.
Last niglu in Spokane, hoiwcvcr, the uprisng was wc 
over, and the Flyers took a 4-2 victory, closing olf the Smokies 
insurrection. '
The Flyers now go against Rossland Warriors, and the 
v/inners of that series will be defending ilic Savage Cup against 
the Okanagan' club that wins the Kclownn-Knmloops .series.
The Smokic rebellion proved that the game of h<)ckcy is 
Hill a matter of opportunity, jUsi a i | | i c  Chiefs’ surge last night
Coach O'Reilly and his boys will have to take advantage 
(of their opportunities from here on in.
'■ ' r  ■' ' '
B ,  JACK SULLIVAN  
Canat^n Press Staff Writer
.TORONTO <CP» — The Cana-
Both have .grievances, imagined 
or otherwise.
Battle lines were drawn Wed-
dfsn Rugby Union meets in an-!nesday when word filtered out 
nual session today with the pro-jthat the C a n a d i a n  Football 
fessional and minor le a g u e s 'L e a g u e , an amalgamation of the 
carrying chips on their shoulders. Big Four and Western Interpro­
vincial Football Union, have two know nothing of the proposal, yet 
“loaded" proposals to submit-both leagues have submitted it  to 
during the three-day meeting. 
turn, the Ontario Rugby Football 
Union will demand the right to
participate in the Grey Cup play­
offs, a demapd that the profes­
sionals , have declared they wilt 
not meet.
The CFL proposal-s deal with 
allotment^ of Grey t^ip tickets, 
a touchy subject since the game 
became Canada's No. 1 sports 
attraction in 1957, and a change 
in voting power of CRU members 
unions. ■
The Big Four and W IFU will 
propose that the ORFU s usual 
19-per-cent allotment of cup tick­
ets be cut to a straight 200 a 
year—a loss of more than 2,000 
tickets a season. Some Big Four 
and W IFU officials claim they
re
MAY I HAVE THE NEXT?
Not the “Waltz of the Hours” , 
nor the re-uliion of lovers, but 
a conflict of personality is seen 
above, as Packers captain, Jim  
Middleton, left, collides with 
Chiefs defence man George 
Hunchuk, and the bruiser wiUi.
the bulldog countenance goes 
into his clutchjng act. The Pac­
kers dropped the game 4-2 to 
the Chiefs and the OSHL finals 
are all tied up at one game 
each, wiUi one tied.
, \ (Courier staff photo)
Queen's Plate 
Favorite M ay Be 
Fouled-up Filly
.TORONTO (CP)-v-A filly whose 
future is hung up in the courts 
appears to be a sure starter in 
the 1958 running of the QUeen's 
Plate and may yet' emerge as 
the favorite in advance betting 
The change in plans putting 
Stole The Ring into contention 
was on the advice of lawyer 
W. E. MacDonald who told the 
lessees, the Misses Blanche and 
Olive Armstrong, there would be 
no immediate legal developments 
affecting the filly and several of 
her stablemates. The horses were 
leased from W. F. Morrissey 
Ltd.
The Armstrongs lost out in an 
Ontario court of appeal ruling 
which said the Ontario Racing 
Commission acted ' within its 
rights in ordering that the names 
of certain horses the women 
leased be changed.
M r. MacDonald told his clients 
the commission will take no ac­
tion against the thoroughbreds 
and no matter how the Supreme 
Court rules on the application to 
appeal, tiie pacing commission 
probably wouldn’t  turn down 
Stole The Ring’s entry bid far 
the Plate.
OBFU TO BATTLE
The ORFU has known about it 
for days. "We’ll fight them with 
everything wp’ve got and Jn 
every way poasiblf," declare  
Maurice Chilton of Sarnia, ORFU 
delegate.
“We’U also fight to get back 
into the Grey (iup playoff pic 
ture,” Chilton said Wednesday 
The Ontario union was dropped 
out of the cup competition by the 
Big Four and W IFU in 1955 and 
it has been battling to get back 
since. '
'TTie other CFL proposal  ̂ car­
ried, would give the CFL groups 
control of the CRU. The Big^Four 
and W IFU each wants five votes 
against the present three each, 
while the ORFU will retain its 
tw'o and the Quebec Rugby Foot­
ball Union and the Intercollegiate 
union one each.
’The idea behind this proposal is 
to give the Big Four and WIFU  
the necessary votes to carry a 
two-thirds majority necessary for 
constitutional changes without re­
cruiting support from one of the 
minor unions.
UHL PARADE
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
BIG SEVEN
Montreal’s DicUe -Moore,. the 
NHL’s scoring leader, picked up 
thr^e assists Wednesday night to 
boost his total points to 78. He 
now has 34 goals and 44 assists.
Teammate Henri ( P o c k e t  
Rocket) Richard scored a goal 
and picked up an assist to move 
into a tie for second place with 
New York’s Andy Bathgate, who 
assisted on one goal. Ea(di has 
73 points. ‘ -..V
The leaders:
G A Pts.
Moore, Montreal -34 44 78
Bathgate, New York \29 44 73 
H. Richard, Montreal / 26 47 73 
Howe, Detroit 30 36 66
Horvath, Boston 26 33 59
Lltzenberger, Chicago 28 27 55 
Henry;, New York 32 22 54 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT’S STARS 
Montreal’s Maurice (Rocket) 
Richard who scored two goals
and picked up an assist in lead­
ing the Canadiens to a 5-3 victory 
over' ToFontb Maple' Leafs.
New York’s Dave Creighton 
who scored all three Rangers 
goals to give them a 3-2 victory 
over Chicago Black Hawks.
NHL LEADERS 
Standings: Montreal, won 40, 
lost 14, tied 10, points 90 
Points: Moore, Montreal, 78 
Goals: Moore, 34 
Assists: H. Richard, Montreal, 
47 ■ /■
Shutouts: Plante, Montreal, 9 
Penaltles:Fontinato, New York 
142 minutes.
LOOKING AHEAD
LINCOLN, England (CP)-^An 
oak sapling giv^n to Lincoln Cath­
edral is expected to provide tim­
ber for repairs in 200 year’s time.
BAY B C ^D C K  
SUPERIOR FLOORS
LINOLEUM -  TILES  
CARPETS
Supplying and Installing 
Ph. Bci. K73
When in Vancouver, stay at
B .C :S  NEWEST,  
S M A R TE S T HOTEL
Planning a trip'to Vancouver? It’a smart to 
stay at' the Bkekstone. Conveniently located 
in the heart of downtown Vancouver. Rill 
hotel sm lc^  available lor your .comfort and 
convenience. Wiretl muAlc in every room. 
Excellent food prepared by onoof Canada’s top. 
chefs featuring Italian' and American diahee.
‘ ♦  Modem, Comfortable Roomi
^ Excetlont Service
*  Reasonable Rates
*  2 Modem Dining Roomt
* 2 Luxurious Lobbys
*  Your Host, Moricy Kyte
BLACKSTONE HOTEL




Phone your carrier first 
th en  if your. Courier is nof 
. delivered by 7,00 p.m.
JU S T T e l e p h o n e
RUDY'S TAXI 
2610
And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available .nightly between 




helping over 75,000 families to live better electrically
mu
The B.C. Power'Commission’s rural electrification pro-, 
gram, begun in 1945, is keeping up with the huge 
expansion programs going on all over the province. The 
number oLcustomers now served by the Commission 
now exceeds 75,000 families in nearly 200 communitiecb
POWER M E A N S  PROGRESS! W 7 -*
P '
NABOB has th flavor 
people in the west prefer
So rich and mellow . . .  so full-bodied and 
patisfying—Nabob is the flavor choice of colTco 
lovers "everywhere. Compliment your guests and yoiir 
own good taste, always servo Nabob—
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Ogopogettes Hold 
Three-Day Bonspiel
Participants in the Ladies An< 
nual Ogopogette Bonsi^el being 
held In Kelowna this Friday. Sat* 
u r ^ y  and Sunday will be feted 
at several social affairs.
Friday morning there will be a 
get-acquainted coffee party at the 
curling rink from 10 to 12, when 
lasses from outside points will 
have a chance to catch up on old 
friendships, as ivell to make new 
friends. • '
Saturday’s banquet in the Ang­
lican parish hall fifom 6 to 8 p.m. 
wUl highlight the annual event, 
and Sunday morning out-of-town 
visitors will be entertained by
the "home - girls”  at a coffee 
party given at the home of Mrs. 
L. P. U k in .
Twenty-eight rinks are enter­
ed; 14 from outside points and 
14 local, and the event w ill open 
at 8 a.m. Friday under the con- 
venershlp of Mrs. Jack (Dorothy) 
W itt Defending champion for 
the grand challenge trophy, is 
Millie Topham .of Peachland.
, Competing for tlje more than 
SSOO in prizes will be rinks frbm  
Vancouver, Kamloops, Vernon, 
Salmon Arm, Peachland, Sum- 




The fitted coat is in the van­
guard of fashion this spring, 
but it  is a new type of fitted 
coat, semi-fitted, very suave, 
very crisp. Arthur Jablow does 
an especiall/ handsome coat, 
interpreting the new line in a
sheer wool garnished with anti­
que brass buttons. The topper 
is cut on slim chemise lines,- 
with a wide buckled belt mark­
ing a waistline. The wide coliar 
opens to an airy neckline. 
Large pockets high on the body 
add to the gentle figure shap­
ing.
Volunteer Bureau Channels 
Wherever It Is M ost Needed
By CAKOLYN WILLETT-
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) — The capital 
city’s Central Volunteer Bureau 
is four months old and growing 
by leaps and bounds. It  -has al­
ready unearthed a pertinent fact.
Housewives like to do office 
work, and business girls like to
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Dr. W. J. Knox Chapter lODE 
Plans Fashion .Accessory Show
HITHER AND YON
AT COAST . . .  Mrs. R. M, 
Hayman of Okanagan Mission, is 
spending a few days of this week 
in Vancouver.
RETURNED HOME . . . Mrs 
Kenneth Beck has returned home 
following a week’s holiday spent 
visiting relatives at Mission City.
FESTIVAL AWARD
“Meditation" by Sylvia Daoust, 
RCA, noted Canadian sculptor, 
Ts the Calvert British Columbia 
Regional Trophy in the Dom­
inion Drama Festival and will 
be hwarded to the best play 
produced a t  t h e Regional 
Dram a Festival tfl be held in 
Chilliwack, March 17th to 20th. 
In  addition to the Calvert 
Trophy, the winning group will 
r ^ l v e  a $100 cash award.
work with children, says Mrs 
Joyce Dunning, placement secret 
tary of the bureau. Since it 
opened last October as an arm of 
the Ottawa Welfare Council, the 
bureau has enlisted nearly 90 
volunteers, mostly women.
The bureau serves as a chan­
nel between Ottawans willing to 
do volunteer work and agencies 
or individuals needing help.
GOOD PLACEMENT 
"The need for a volunteer’s 
satisfaction is as great as that of 
the agency accepting services,’ * 
says Mrs. Dunning, an Edmon- 
ton-bom. social worker who took 
over the paid staff job early in 
January.
A brunette with personality- 
plus, Mrs. Dunning is the wife of 
a business executive and mother 
of three youngsters aged 14, 10 
and seven.
She says the job is fascinating 
“and its whole success depends 
on good placements.”
Near the bureau’s nook in wel­
fare council,offices in downtown 
Ottawa, housewife volunteer Mrs 
Gertrude Rashleigh typed away 
at the council’s social service in­
dex while Mrs. Dunning explained 
that volunteers are interviewed 
with an eye to getting the right 
person for each job.
ALL AGES
Volunteers range from a teen­
age girl, who found an outlet for 
her energy helping at a recrea­
tion club for youngsters in down­
town Ottawa, to a grandmother 
who,' armed with some library ex­
perience, is re-organizing the Big 
Brother’s library.
A nurse spends off-duty liours 
lelping put in homes where the 
mother is handicapped. A busi­
nessman teaches copper work at 
the YMCA, and another couple 
chaperones regular teen -  agers’ 
dances at the YWCA.
One particularly successful vol­
unteer - job match is between a 
cabinet minister’s' secretary and 
the babies in a Roman Catholic 
home for, unwed mothers.
Joan Werrun, 27, Winnipeg- 
born secretary to Hon. William  
J. Browne, minister without port­
folio from St. John’s West, Nfld. 
works there herself and has en 
listed about 10 other government 
girls for weekend duty at the 
home.
Dr. W. J. Knox Chapter, lODE, 
made final plans for its spring 
sale and accessory fashion show 
at the March meeting held Tues­
day evening at the home of Mrs. 
J. L. Gordon, with Regent Mrs. C. 
Pettman presiding.
The following committee heads 
were fihosen for the year: Super­
fluity shop, Mrs. J. Gordon; Im ­
migration and Canadianization, 
Mrs. Marty; Health Unit, Mrs. L. 
J. Brazziej; Press and Publicity, 
Mrs. D. J. Kerr; Local Council 
of Women, Mrs. M . Rolph; The 
Uoyd-Jones Home, Mrs. M. de- 
Pfyffer; refreshment committee. 
Mrs. J. Panton; flower commit­
tee, Mrs. A. B. Clark and Empire 
and world affairs, Mrs. F. K. 
Parker.
Several committee chairmen
will be chosen at the April meet­
ing.
The Dr. W. J.- Knox Chapter 
lODE bursary of $200 will be pre­
sented annually at the high school 
graduation ceremonies, to a qual­
ified student of School District 
No. 23, who has been approved 
by the committee.
The 10th annual Spring Tea and 
Fashion Accessory Show, under 
the convenership of Mrs. E. A. 
Russell, assist^ by Mrs H, 
Johnston, will be held at the home 
of Premier and Mrs. W. A . C. 
Bennett, Wednesday, April 23, at 
3 p.m. and again at 8:30 p.m. 
Hats and accessories will be 
modelled, and tea will be served.
Proceeds from this annual 
event will be directed towards 
community welfare.
Russia's Women 
Rank High in 
Professions
MOSCOW (AP) -  The Soviet 
Union has 94,000 women’ scientists 
and some helped launch Sputniks 
I  and II .
"Gone are the days when 87 
per cent of Soviet women were 
illiterate,”  a govenunent spokes­
man said, praising Soviet Social 
reform for these claimed results;
Women make up 53 per cent of 
Soviet citizens with a university 
education.
There are 1,590.000 women now 
studying in Soviet universities.
Three-fourths of the doctors, 70 
per cent of the teachers and 40 
per cent of the judges are 
women. '
’They comprise 45 per cent of 
the total workers in industry.
Almost 500,000 women are en­
gineers or technicians.'
Women were (mce barred at 
Moscow University. Now more 
than 1,000 women -are professors 
or instructors there.
Women in the Supreme Soviet 
(parliament) nurhber 348, or 26 
per cent of the total membership. 
Decorations have been given 
to more than 1,000,000 women,* 
among the1n the title of "mother 
heroine” to more than 55,000 
women each of whom bore more 
than 10 children.
The spokesman — a woman — 
was unable to say what percent­
age of the heavy labor jobs are 
done by women but said efforts 
are being made to reduce their 
number in mining and iron-mak­
ing jobs.
In answer to a question, she 
said artificial insemination is not 
practised in the Soviet Union.
" It  is not needed because of the 
high birth rate," she explained.
To Senses
Beta Sigma Phi 
Kaleidoscope Of Fashion / /
Thursday, March 27 is the date 
set for Beta Sigma Phi’s “Kal­
eidoscope of Fashion” to be pre­
sented in the Legion Hall, Kel­
owna, with fashions in charge of 
Mrs. J. H. Van Ackeren,' who 
plans special featured that pro­
mise to make this an outstanding 
event.
Beta Sigma Phi i i  an interna­
tional organization with Chap­
ters located in Canada, the U.S., 
England, Scotland, Hawaii, Alas­
ka,. Japan, the Canal Zone and 
Cuba. The aims and purposes of 
this organization are social, cul­
tural and service, with the cul­
tural phase based on a. study of 
all forms of the .Arts.
Beta Sigma Phi’s throughout 
British Columbia have pledged 
assistance to the Canadian A rth­
ritic and Rheiunatism Society, 
and proceeds from the' fashion 
show on March 27 will be donated 
to the local CARS branch.
CARS DONATIONS 
During the past several years 
the local Chapter—B.C, Alpha 
Epsilon—has assisted CARS by 
donating a wheelchair, a sling 
suspension for the treatment of 
arthritic patients, and materials 
for the craft classes held for 
patients.
• Besides local projects there is 
service on a wider scale through 
t h e  International Endowment 
Fund set up in 1948, Through this 
fund an annual grant of $5,000 has 
been voted to a program of 
scholarships, in Canadian uni­
versities. In addition, there are 
donations to cancer research, and 
also to the upkeep of "G irl’s 
Town” , U.S.A.—a farm-type of 
home for the rehalltation of neg­
lected girls.
’The first (Chapter of Beta Sig­
ma Phi was organized in Abilene,
Kansas, in 1931, with seven mepi- 
bers. T^e phenomenal growth of 
the- organization, to the present 
130,000 members, is indicative of 
the worth while program offer­
ed to young women in search of 
cultural and social activities.
Gina!
PARIS (Reuters) — Shapely 
Gina ‘LoUobrigida advises wo­
men in an interview published 
today not to hide their charms 
in the latest fashions. • 
“ No sack and trapeze line 
fashion for me,’’ \she told the 
P a r i s  evening newspaper 
France-Soir.
“Poor men. ’They are offered 
pregnant women or fake little 
girls.
.“What woulud become of Gina 
if I  shdwed myself thus to my 
admirers? I  hope the fashions 
will quickly change and that all 
the pretty women will no longer 
be forced to disguise them­
selves in this way.”
n
OLD WEAVERS
Weaving* of rugs, carpets and 
tapestry was a large industry in 
Egypt as early as 1300 BC.
FOLLOW GROWN-UP STYLES
Children’s shoes take their 
cue from grown-up styles this 
spring, even to the slimmer 
line and lighter appearance,, 
with no sacrifice in the basic 
requirements of fit that is im­
portant to the growing foot. As 
is true of women’s styles, 
gleaming black patent leads the
parade in dressy types, seen 
above in a gracefully tapered 
pump with tiny bow, rhinestone 
trimmed. Boys’ oxfords, from 
three to five eyelets also show 
the trimmer, lighter look, as 
pvident in this smooth leather 
pattern combined with fine 
grain at the toe.
(This art show will remain in 
the Library for at least another 
week.—Editor.)
Ckirrently on display at the Lib­
rary Board Room is a series of 
paintings which may be classi­
fied as "Abstract” or "Non-Ob­
jective” . Anyone Interested in 
the arts and their development 
should witness this showing and 
experience for themselves this 
phase of painting.
A few suggestions may aid the 
observer in his comprehension, 
because, aside from first impres­
sions; little' may be gained unless 
tl\e viewer is willing to examine 
and analyse the canvases. The 
following serves only as a guide 
and is only a suppplement to 
study and investigation of tHe 
topic:
1. Participate in this experience 
with an open or unbiased mind.
2. Study the paintings by your­
self so as not to be influenced by 
anyone. Form your own impres­
sions.
3. Do not look at the titles'!at 
least not until you have formed 
your own impressions.) ■
4. Do not try to visualize ob­
jects on the canvas because this 
is "Non-Objective” painting-4et 
the painting appeal to your 
senses. '
One unique canvas, ^hich de­
serves comment, is by a well 
known Vancouver painter, B.C 
Binning. A quotation by Ronald 
Kelly in PM  Magazine may help 
to clarify the subject:
LOVES SHIPS
. . Binning moved from the 
prairies to-the coast at an early 
age, where he fell in love with 
ships. Although later he travelled 
to the United States to study with 
Kanter, and to Europe to study 
with Ozenfanto and Moire, noth­
ing he saw seems to have seduc 
ed him from his fidelity to boats,
Ship forms: the subtle curve 
hull; the anguluarity of super­
structure; the happpy confusion 
of rigging and the colourful pat­
terns of the signal flags have 
persisted throughout his work.
I t  was not until 1949 that he 
turned to oil ppainting. Having 
earned a national reputation for 
his' charming pen-and-ink draw­
ings, which some- critics have 
said "Are filled with psychologi­
cal connotations’’, and others 
have likened to "Persian tapes­
tries” his change of medium 
came as a surprise.
As early' as 1918 Ozenfants Is 
quoted as having said, “order is 
the only effficiency, and precise 
order must come into painting 
following the trend of the new 
clear geometric architecture” . In 
1948 Binning was hit by a “ton of 
these very architectural bricks” .
I t  took him a year to pick him­
self up, brush himself off ahd 
evaluate the results. The discip­
lines of architecture had laft 
their mark. He found himself 
vitally concerned with the strong 
boundaries of the picture frame, 
the flat of the picture plane, the 
force of color freed from atmos 
pheric effect, the contrasting play 
of line and the simple struggle of 
the timely architectural form and 
its relating epoc. One of the early 
progeny' of this mating of his 
earUes lyrical pen drawing and 
his new architectural austerity is 
the weB)known "Ships in a Clas­
sical ^ Im " ,  wnich now hangs in 
the National Gallery. Through 
the flat geometric planes of-this 
canvas shines Binning’s love of 
ship forms transfused with his in­
tellectual m irth .,
Looking at a Binning is like 
drinking good brandy. I f  in over­
enthusiasm we toss it off in one 
long Sunday afternoon aestl\etic 
inebriation, we miss all its sub­
tleties and suffer from giddy be­
wilderment. However, a slow 
stimulation of the mind’s palate 
offers the reward of full apprecl 
ation of the delicate flavors and 
intoxicating implications of Bin 
ning’s work.
SERIOUS 'J O T
As I  understand it, Binning at­
tempts to convey in his paintings 
the conception that at the roots 
of our lives there is a basic hap­
piness from which we draw nour­
ishment. It  is this “serious joy" 
that, for Binning, makes life dc 
slrhble in the face of our pro- 
foundest griefs. The miseries and 
sufferings that are so prevalent 
nr^ but superficial aspects of
at present ptodudng for BBC
TelevisloQ.
reality, while beneath the grime 
there Is a. solid foundation of hap­
piness. I t  is this faith that he is 
trying to communicate through 
his paintings. He uses ship forms 
because "boats and beaches arc 
Intimately associated with the 
happiest times of my life.” Yet, 
Binning does not concentrate on 
boats for their personal connota­
tions, but <8S abstract forms 
through which to communicate 
his “ serious joy” . Personally 1 
find it difficult to grasp all these 
implications, from the content of 
painting alone. The philosophical 
overburdening’of color and form 
is satisfying in its own right, 
while an understanding of the 
idea basic to his work eurlches 
rather than alters this satisfac­
tion. ' -
SUBTLE CURVES 
His canvases are highly form­
alized • compositions of* subtle 
curves and precise straight lines 
thatiare meticulously executed, 
and seem to balance with mathe­
matical precision. In  the past 
year his palette has brightened, 
and he is now u?ing a textured 
background surface that pro­
duces-a warmth of effect. Occa­
sionally he breaks his nautical 
bonds and produces something 
like “The Machine of Restora­
tion” . Here I  fail to see anything 
but whimsy, and that, only by 
virtue df its title. Hbwever, see­
ing below the surface content is a 
personal problem.”
This man’s approach may help 
to show what the painter is try­
ing to do.
’The theory behind "Non-Objec­
tive” painting may be summar­
ized thus: all objects, which we 
recognize and identify in life by 
experience, are either elimin­
ated or distorted so thqt the full 
emphasis is ton an experience 
created by composition, color, 
shape, pattern, texture—namdiy 
the elements of design. .
The present display is a good 
cross-section of abstract paint­
ing and a pleasant contrast on 
the gallery wall.
______ —Norman Haq^ey
You're In v ited  
•C A R P E T  S H O W  
F IL M  S H O W
$108.95 V A LU E  









Get your Invitation etrd  now 
from the store.
L
R ic h a d ‘West
A beautiful selection of 
[ Spring Dresses has just been 
received at Heather’s. i
Junior Vogue has designed 
a one piece dress with the 
i suit dress look. The Chemise 
influence is seen here, and 
j will put you right at* the top 
of the Easter Parade.
Far away places set the 
mood for A e exotic new 
prints. T h e  sun-splashed 
colors and gay designs make 
these a must for every wo- 
(man’s wardrobe.
<
Richard West, noted British! 
director and producer, will bb in 
Chilliwack March 17th to March 
20th to .adjudicate playis present­
ed at the British Columbia Re-j 
gional Drama Festival.
As adjudicator, M r. West will | 
decide which group will get the 
regional Calvert Trophy and the 
$f00 cash award. He will ’ also 
have a major voice in determin­
ing which regional play will be 
invited to the Dominion Drama | 
Festival finals for the main Cal­
vert ’Trophy' and a $1,000 prize. I 
The finals will be held in Hali-| 
fax May 12th to 17th.
M r. West has had • wide ex-j 
perience in both teaching and 
producing. H6 has also played | 
a great range of-parts in reper­
tory theatre and, in addition to] 
broadcasting on the BBC, he is
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYW HERE
Checking in for Easter . . .  
Checked Terrylene d r e s s  
with its bloused back. ^  
sleeve, and slim easy skirt. 
The really fashionable wo­
man will wear this for love­
liness and practicallity com­
bined.
Breath-takii^ Summer Cock­
tail Dresses for the sipping 
and supping pretties.
If you are looking for a party 
dress that is different you 
will find these irresistable.
Young, fashion-wise, aqd 
flattering . . .  that’s the story 
of the women’s wearables to 








1485 E llb $ t. 
Opposite the Post Offlee
THURS.
F R I.-S A T .
free
Balloons
JO HNSO NS BABY POW DER
Free to every $5.00 spent in the 
• Children's Department.
IN F A N T  SPECIALiS
Pram Salta — Cotton. Sale price ................................. . 1.95
llompera—for three days only. Only ......................... OSo
Batin JAcketa—A bargain at ......... ........... . 1.10
Waolen Sweatera. Special ................. .................1.49
THURS.
F R I.-S A T .
Bargains
Galore
A ll the fashions young latlies love
a* \
Here are Just the fashions to tako.iji girl thi;ough Spring in style. Got her 
ready for the new season now. She’s sure to love these clothes, 'cause 
they make her look so very "grown up” .
Slim Jims— Ivy league. Col^r-fast. Sanforized . . .  A  Q A
Toreadors-r-Suta Sheen material . * . hard wearing Q  O C
pre-shrunk ..................................................................... ...........
Skirt with Ivy League Dlousi)—Bunny Joy, s e t ....................... . 5.95
Dreateii—Drip dry cottonti . . . Boat Neck Bloiiae and Pedal
Bunny Joy. aim JO - 14X . .  7.9$ P u h er Beta ....... ........... , . . .  4.9$
, ■ ■ ■ ' ' \ '
Son Dreasca wtlk MateMag Bol- T-SUrta — Cotton knit, atrtpes,
era Ten — 4 • fi at . . . . .2 . . . .  I.M atamped and plain.
SPECIALS,. . /or Gir/s. ..
House Coats —r Sale prices ..............  1.95, 2.95, 3.49, 5.49
Spring Coats in Tweed. Size 7 - 14X a t ............. ...7,95 to M.95
Trench Coots in size 3-8 a t ......... ..... ................. 6.95 and 11.95
Shoes— Brown two sintp Oxfpjrd. Ncolite sole. 0  0  C
^izc IZ to 3 at only .............. ...............:....... ................ #  J
Shoea—White Buck Oxford — Dallerinaa ~  Brown and Tan
Red foam rubber solo. Size Swivels. Size 5 to 3, B and D
8^  to 3. D width at . . . .  2.95 widths at ........................... 2.49
' . ' I ' I
. . .  and for Boys
Salts in hard wearing corduroy. Sizes 1 - 4  1 0 * k ^
Shoes—Oxfords, various sizes. Special price .............. . 3.95
Penny Loafers—[Size 1 - Reg. 5.95. Sale price .... 4.49
Baby Buys are Better This Year
I f  you’re buying for the Nursery, do ns Kolownn mothers have been 
doing for yeers. Buy in Fumerton’s Children’s Department for quality, 
selection and price. ' .
Diapers by Curity, Chix and Ring Cot . . . gauze and flannelette. 
Wonderful range of Baby Blankets in your price range 98< to 4.95 
Carriage Coyer Sets—-Beautiful satin In yellow, blue, pink and white.
Sweater Seta — Priscilla, 100% Cotton Pllsio Nighties — Sizes up
hylpn. Per act . . . . . .  2.08 to 3.98 to 3 months nt .............j . . . .  1.15
nannelette Nighties — Compare Chiistehlng Dresses —< caslty 
these prices...............  980 to 1.25 washed by hand . . . . . .  3.50 |o 3.50
Bring in* the Boys
FUM ERTO N'S
DEPARTMENT STORE
W here  C ash Beats C re d it
We’ve everything that the well dressed boy needs for dress-up, school 
or play . . .  in handsome now Spring stylos, too,
Sheen Trousers— Sizes 2-6X, Har\l wearing and washable .... 1.95
Shirts— iHollywood. Saniforized. Check. 2-(JX a t ....... ..............v. 1.98
Fadyd Blue Denim Jackets— 3-6X* a t  .......... .......... ......1..,......... ,2.50
. Reversible Jaeketa | q  A r  Ivy League Jaekela A A r
Washoblo cotton .......... Black trim
n
s . ' '
/ ■
TH E  DA11.Y COURIEE. Thun., March 13. 19S8
UET YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD PURITY STORE PUT YOUR 
FOOD BUDGH BACK ON ITS FEET. TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF THESE 'ip W , LOW " PRICES
LIVE BETTER FOR LESS
Prices Effective 



















Little Dipper, white or 
chocolate, 15 oz. pkg.
★  POSTUM 4 oz. jar
Malkin's, large 2 ||). pkg.
Robin Hood, 5 lb. bag -  -  - - - - -  -  - -  - -  -  -★  FLOUR






/ ■ i •
Smoked, Maple Ledf lb.
WEINERS
Maple Leaf, 1 lb. pkg.
Skinless, Maple Leaf ...................... lb,
BACON
Sliced Side, Maple Leaf, lb. pkg.
BEEF LIVER
Maple Leaf, 12 oz. cup .....................
Malko M ac, cello bag




Large Heads .  .
Malko Mac,




PREE DELIVERY-^is as near as your phone from UNITED PURITY
HALL BROTHERS LTD,
Okanagan Mission
BOB'S DELUXE MEATS 
V AND GROCERIES
2902 PcndoiljSl. — Phone 2763 '
HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE
RUTLAND — PIIONK 2552
GLENMORE STORE P E H M A N  BROS. '  ̂ ■
Pcic Scizicr 1302.Si. Paul Sf.. ‘ ^
NEWTON'S GROCERY
CROSSROADS SUPPLY \ 857 Lllis St. I P n f S l f R1 . \ 
V. 1, I ’owicr CENTRAL STORE
1705 Richter St.  ̂ 'y S V H S S M It. <M Fyvf' -!'. '
NOTON & SIMKINS KAUFMAN GROCERY
ZOVI RIclilci SI.
' ' ■ ■■ •, , ■
1271 Clcnmore Road V' . -i.'
, ' ' . 1 ..................
Save Time, Dollars-Shop the W ant Ad W ay-Dial 4 4 4 5
Deaths Office Supplies
PARSONS —- Funeral scnice lor 
the late M r, Daniel Henry Par* 
to n s  of 2122 Richter St., who 
passed away in the Kelowna Hos­
pital on Wednesday, March 12, 
will be held from Bethel Baptist 
Church on Saturday, hlarch 15 at 
2 p.m. Rev. E. Martin will con­
duct the service. Interment in the 
Kelowna Cemetery. , Surviving 
M r. Parsons is his loving wife 
Blanche, one brother Lake in 
Calgary, five grandchildren, 
several nephews and nieces 
Day's Funeral Service Ltd. is in 
charge of the arrangements.
165
Your old Adding Machine 
Has a HIGH Trade-in ValujB 
at
W ESTERN OFFICE 
S U P P U E S  




RUMMAGE SALE — First United 
Church Hall. Bernard Ave., Sat- 
u ^ y ,  March 22 at 2 pun.
165, 171
RUMMAGE SALE BY THE WO­
MEN'S Auxiliary to the Mission 
Road United Church, on Satur­
day, March 15, at 1:30 in First 
United Church. For rummage 
pick up, phone 2546. 164
REGULAR
WORK















ARE YOU UNEMPLOYED? .
Read this Message . . .  It is for you.
A FREE WANT AD 
IN THE D A IL r COURIER
Beginning today, in co-operation with the
DO IT NOW CAMPAIGN
a^d on b^aU  of the unemployed persons in 
Kelowna and area .
THE KELOW'NA DAILY COURIER 
V WILL PUBLISH WITHOUT COST
' ONE -  THREE-DAY WANT AD 
IN POSITIONS WANTED
To each person presenting an Unemployment claim.' 
Bring your Unemployment Insurance Book to
THE CLASSIFIED COUNTER 
THE KELOWNA COURIER
An efficient Ad-Wriler will help you write your^ad.
It will be published' for three days without cost to you. 
This offer is to Individuals who arc seeking a job. It is not 
applicable to Business Firms and Contractors who' want a 
^ oup  of jobs to do. It is to aid the unemployed ,and make 
better business for all!
Business Opportunities
WANTED SOMEONE INTER­
ESTED in establishing Ladies 
Rcady-to-Wear and Children’s 
nothing Store at Golden, B.C. 
Apply Box'4259 Kelowna Courier.
167
DRY BUSH WCX)D — Immediate 
dejiv’ery $12.50 per cord, 2 cords 
$24.00. Phone 6433. 180
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS, BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or. late model car, 
see us about our low cost financ 
ing service, available for either 
dealer or private sales. Carruth 




ONE PORTABLE .WELDER — 
300 Amp Hobart, Good condition 
Phone after 6 p.m. So-8-5480.
■ 168
38” FRIG IDAIRE RANGE, with 
deep well cooker, $85.00. Phone 
2319. 166
WHITE ENAMEL CIRCULATING  
garbage burner $50.00 and other 
household items. Phone 3853.
167
Fuel And Wood SPEND RIORB MONEY HERE  WASHINGTON (^P) — Ameri­
cans travelling in Canada spent 
$390,000,000 last year, an increase 
of eight per cent from 1956. the
THE,DAILY COURIER | A  
TIIUR.. MAR. 1 3 .1»$8
commerce department said Tues­
day.
FREE te iA
f re e  D ip  Top w ith  each cone 
purchased .
i ^ g i ¥
Cars And Trucks I Position Wanted
SPECIAL












Desk space and phone 
provided. W o r k  the  
hours you w ant. E x­
perience not necessary. 
We show you how in 
tw enty  m inutes. Age no 




1957 FORD FA^RLANE club 
sedan, m etallic  grey, w hite  
w all tires, autom atic trans., 
lea ter, clock, w indshield 





WANTED — CAPABLE WOMAN 
to look after and live in with 
elderly lady. $50.00 per month
166
W A N T E D
Professional married man with 
many ycar^ experience in the 
building industry in Vancouver 
and until recently, engaged on 
an important local construction 
project is desirous of residing 
here permanently. Willing to 
start at the bottom, considera­
tion given only to any reput­
able occupation or position that 





1953 HILLMAN SEDAN — ONE 
owner, low mileage. $275 to 
handle. Mervyn Motors Ltd.
EXPERIENCED CLERK, ALSO 
1957 lA-TON FORD TRUCK -Icarpen ter or garage mechanic 
Very low mileage. Will take small desires work, in any of these 





E. COTTAGE RANGE -  
burner. Reg. S79.
FRIGIDAHtE RANGE — Fully 
automatic with deep q q  n n  
cooker. Only . - - —  / / t U U  
MOFFAT GAS RANGE — Like 
new, fully automatic, QQ
GENERAL ELECTRIC WASHER 
Regular $39. 1 0  O C
Now ................... - ........... I 7 . 7 J
WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC 
WASHER & DRYER  
Matched pair 
BENDIX AUTOMATIC 
WASHER -  
CUBIC FT. REFR I­
GERATOR. New ___
evenings. 168 EXPERIENCED CEMENT AND 
1953 AUSTIN CONVERTIBLE.! brick worker desires employ 
Rebuilt motor, new tires, radio', ment. Also is licensed chef. Avail- 




IP'S! ATISTTN STATION WAGON E X P E R I E N C E D  STENO-GRAPHER - Accountant desires




1957 PLYMOUTH 4-DOOR Sedan YOUNG MAN REOT
— sport tone paint, white 
tires, only driven 6,000 miles. 
Trade-in terms acceptable. New
w all ard or farm work. Box 4256, Kel 
owna Courier. 166
Personal
ARE YOU INTERESTED? YOU 
can earn $2.00 or more per hour 
as full or part time Avon Repre- 
« . »„,  pa“tative. Openings in Kelowna 
PAD! KILLER TOR CORNS AND and Okanagan areas. Write Box 
Callouses — Lloyd^s Cora and 4022. Daily Courier. 612-165 167-174 
Callous Salve and Pads. Prompt 177170
relief. Salve 50c, Pads 
Long Super Drugs Ltd.
car warranty. 
7728.
Phone Art Perry EXPERIENCED W ELDER with own welding equipment, avail- 
lable now. Phone 6145. 166
1956 PLYMOUTH V-8 FOUR-, 
door sedan—Signal lights, custom 
radio, .sport toije paint, goodl“one 
tires, low mileage, .''lat covers. 
Phone Moe Young 3387.
YOUR LANDSCAPING 
now before the rush at 
low cost. CaU W ilf at 8512. 166
For RentPALM READING
MABAMe ’W sBKA I CHABLES W D G E
Tells-you your past, present andh,®®o®s by^day, week, month 
future. Hel^s ,you in all prob- ^n™«i»Ity_^kRchen, all facilities 
lems of love, business, and m ar-1 “ 4 Bernard Ave. 
riage. Speaks seven different 
languages. A Genuine 






Readings 10 a.m. to 9 p.m Daily
180
Business Personal
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. .Phone 4236
172
FOR THE BEST IN  PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
developing,! printing, and cn 
larging:
POPE'S JPH6T0 STUDIO 
Dial 2883 535 Bernard Av«k
\ TH-tf
WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor, Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and iiRcrlor 
paper banging. Phone 
idrcments now, 3578.
M . Th. U
painting, 
your requi e
EXPERIENCED TRUCK Driver 
CHEVROLET DELUXE — Ldesires work. Available at any1950
2, door sedan, very clean, 
mileage, excellent tires 
motor $795.00. Mervyn Mhtors 
Ltd. ■ 165












TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Hone^ grading. Prompt 
payment niade. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St„. Van­
couver, B.C. Phone PAcific 6357.
M-TH-tf
/  Queen Spring Opening
Com e in  a n d  en joy  one o f  these ta s ty  trea ts  . 
S U N D A E S  • M A L T S  • S H A K E S  • C O N E S D IL L Y  B A R S
W A N T E D  




Vernon Rd., 3 miles from Kelowna 
Phone 8433
. . 188
D O  S A N D W I C H E S  • C U R L Y  T O P  C O N E S  • H O M E -P A K
J :
O  >9)1 Ow««* C*.
o n iR v  g u iG
581 BERNARD AVE.
FortimalFULLY MODEBN BACHELOR
suite and semi-furnished apart­
ment. Use of completely auto­
matic Nvasher and dryer, heated 
by hot water with individual 
thermostats. Apply Bennett Store.
tf
ROOM DUPLEX, SOUTH OF 
Bernard, $72.50 per month, oc­
cupancy April 1. Adults only. 
1644 Richter St., phone 2241.
165
1^5 DODGE SUBURBAN 
Heater, defroster, sport tone! 
paint, good rubber, good condition 
throughout. Phone Nick Turk 
3607. . 1661
W ATCH"CARS AND TRUCKS 
lor sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tfl |
1948 MERCURY >A-TON PICKUP 
— 4 speed transmission. $198 
down. Mervyn Motors Ltd.
165
Trailers
PLACE OF BUSINESS W ITH  
living quarters. Apply 2902 Pen- 
dozi St. , _  165
TWO ROOM iJNFURNISHBD 
suite with bath. Phone 7208.
169
GROUND FLOOR SUITE, 5 
rooms and bath. Available April 
1. Apply upstairs at 832 Bernard.
167
TWO ROOM FURNISHED Suite, 
private entrance. 844 Leon Ave., 
phone. 2463. 168
DEALERS IN  ALL TYPES OF 
iiscd equipment; mill, mind and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipo and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., 
Vancouver, B.C.. Phone PAcific 
6357, - TH-S-tf
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
cd 2-room suite, private shower 
and, tqilct. Weekly or monthly 
winter rates $42.50 month. May to 
October inclusive $45 month. 784 
Elliott Ave. , M-Thurs. tf
UNFURNISHED Bachelor Suite 
Bed-sittihgroom, kitchen, bath 
room, electric stove and refrig­
erator. Oil heat. One block from 
town $50. Call 2100 or 2125 after 
6 p.m. 167
FAST REPAIR SERVICE ON 
. power mowers, tillers, power 
chain saws and all small ;x>wcr 
equipment. Maxson's Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bcrnni^d Ave.
Th.. Sat-tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM RE­
QUIRED for young lady, ns from 
April 12. 1058. Apply'^Box 4246 
Kclowpa Courier. 169
JUNO'S SHOK REPAIR, LOW 
Prices. Skates, knives and scis­
sors shtirpcncd 20c; also hand 




f t  SNOWSELL EXCA- 
LTD, for ditches, plpo- 
Phono 2834. 
M, Th. tf
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR. 
Nl'TORE Dept, for best buysl SIS 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tf
WHY PAY MORE? Our ycara of 
experience with natural gas can 
be.ypur answer to more cepno* 
mlcal Installation. For free esU- 
mates call 4646 Chet's Gas 8e^ 
vice, s - 174
d r a p e r y  f a b r ic s , f in e
selection at reasonable prices, 
at Kelowna Paint and Wallpaper 
Ltd., next door to Eaton's , on 
Bernard. * 168
EXPERT TYIWG DON?! 
home InvetceS. atatemcnUi,toV Iuu7  e*.
WW. .J , «
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
& Service. Peachland, B.C. Phone 
Peachland 687. 169
Swap Or Exchange
THREE BEDROOM HOME with 
furnace in Penticton for similar 
home in Kelowna. Apply Box 
3989C Kelowna Courier. 166
TOP GRADE LUMBER
F or sale, im m ediate de­
livery , top g rade dressed 
common dim ension lum b­
e r - t w o  by four, and tw o 
by ten,, in  tru ck  load lots
■ $60.00
P er Thousand Feet
Phone co-llect N um ber 6
OLIVER LUMBER CO.
EATON'S Invites You to Enjoy Air-Conditioned Cohifort W ith . . .
ARCHER "GOMFORTAIRE I f
Property For Sale
TWO BEDROOM STUCCO house. 
Apply 456 Wardlaw. Phone 2887.
170
65 ACRES, BUILDINGS. Water. 
Very rca.sonable for cash. Mac­
Gregor Clark, Box 71, Endcrby, 
B.C.. phone T8-7751. , 165
Wanted To Rent
W AN!ED TO RENT Immediately 
bedroom house. Phone 2770,
■ "■ 169
FOR SALE OR TRADE-IN FOR 
home in Kelowna, 59 acre fully 
equipped dairy and mixed farm,- 
sprinkler irrigation. Good build 
ings; milk route, one mile town. 
MacGregor Clark, Box 71, En- 
d9rby, B.C., phone T8-7751.
_____________ . 165
STUCCO HOUSE, EIGHT ROOMS 
near post office, Wcstbnnk: Rev­
enue from upstairs suite. Full 
basement, automatic oH furnneo 
garage. Half cash. Write Box 106, 
Wcstbnnk. 167
Board and Room
NICE SURROUNDINGS AND 
:ood care for aged and chronics, 
.icensed Rest Homo. Mrs. G. 
Kennedy, 1595-6th St., New West­
minster, B.C. 170
Property Wairted
W ILL PURCHASE A HOME ON 
monthly payments. Three bed- 
rooms required, References 




buying  lum ber
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash • Plywood 
Insulation - Cement • Bricks 
Paints - DoOrs - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at
WM. IIAUG. & SON
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
180
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD 
for all Building Supplies. Special- 
Izlng in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phono or 1 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E 





GET YOUR ROTOTILLING done 
now. Phone 4110. 1801
AFRICAN VIOLETS — MANY 
double ylirictlcs, also violet and 
fern Stand. Phone 82.19. 180|
TOR ROOM AND BOARD Phono 
3056. GenUemen preferred. , 169
THE GUEST HOUSE 
Exclusive residence for retired 
oplc, 806 Bernard A ve., Phono 
»1. 180
Property For Sale
WANTED — ROOM AND BOARD 
for elderly lady. Close In. Phono 
4299. • 165
BOARD AND ROOM IN GOOD 
home. Phone-3271. , 168




. 'Iloutekeeiping Apartmenta 
Phones.' Television, Sundry 




E xcellen t family home on C hristlcton  A venue. C lose 'to  1 
lake  and park, , contains large Uvingroom w ith  fireplace, [ 
diningroom , 2 bedroom s and very  nice k itchen. Full base- 
iricnt ha.s largo rum pus room or th ird  bedroovn, copier,! 
laundry  tubs, e lectric  hot w ate r hea te r and  furnace. Lar^c 
lot Is w ell landscaped w ith  shade trees. F u ll p rice is ' 
$13,700,00 w ith term s,
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 HERNARD A v Ie. '
\ iltidip Building
SPECIAL OFFER
Archer No. 30 Glass-lined 
W ater Heater
22 ImpcriiU Gallons with a  ̂




1 0 4 9 5
Makes Archer a Big 
"Budget Buy" for Home
EATO N Sale 
Price, Com - 
pletcly Installed
•.
You get n 75,000 B.T.U. Unit suitable for heuling average'5-room
home. It’s an air-condiiioncd unit, lias auloniatic cpnirols. instnllatipn
, . \  ^  ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
special includes unit PLUS:»
•  Up to 5 new hot air dupts (lo existing’registers). , "
•  AH gas piping, fitting, labopr and permits (to approved existing 
wiring and gas meter pnly).
10.00 DO W N -  NEXT PAYMENT .OGT 1st, 1958
N O  C A R R Y IN G  CHARGES U N T IL  O C T. 1
Store Hours: 
Mon., Tucsi.f 'Thlirs., 
Erh and Sat.:
9 u.ni. » 5:30 p.m. 
IVrd.:' 9 a.m.-12 noon
T . E A T O N  C®■ ■ ■ '■ -C  'A "  N  ' A  ' Lll!
' -A* ,) '.t
Pfioi^e 2816 Evenings 2075,' 4454 o r 2942
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Unarm ed Atom  Bomb 
D rop  Causes
By AL LANIEE [the bomb fragments.
s c  ia p ) —  An was in the ga^ge In his
u J S S r i S c  tomb -  UcktoS'” ''-
the tHggerlng device for a deadly 
nuclear b la it—plummetcd by ac 
cident from a B-47 bomber 
only its TNT component ex 
ploding five miles from this com* 
mui^ty of 30,000.
L a n ^ g  in a back yard . 300 
feet from the residence of Walter 
Gregg, the weapon shattered his 
house and damaged six other 
bouses and a church.
Six persons were injured, none
ploded. hlrs. Gregg was in the 
bouse. 'f.
*T was sitting there sewing and 
the next thing 1 knew I  was 
crawling out from under boards 
and piaster,” Mrs. Gregg said.
GOT OUT QUICKLY 
Gregg, stunned momentarily, 
said: “ I  looked around and my 
syhole living house was gone. It 
was falling to piece. The garage 
started to fall apart too. I  got
the House of Commons in|wbat happens when an unarmed 
leir campaign for a cessation of nuclear fyeapon is u^tentio iuUy
seriously, by the conventionrl *̂'‘ *̂’*  , „  «  .
TN T  exf^sive whoise blast shook Maj.-Gen. Charles B. Dougher, 
an area two miles wide. commander of the Mth Air
The air force officially de- vision at Hunter, said fragments 
scribed the bomb as an ”un* of the device were hurled as
armed nuclear device." It  said 
the device was released acci­
dentally because of "malfunction 
of the plane's bomb lock sys­
tem."
S IX  BES1DENT8 SAFE
Gregg, his wife, three chUdren 
and a niece were treated at a 
hospital for minor injuries. The 
niece, nine-year-old Ella Davis, 
was held for further treatment 
of scalp wounds.
The c h i l d  was thoroughly 
strubbed as a orecaution against 
possible radiation.
The air force said, however, 
there was little or no danger of 
radiation. I t  said the remote 
danger of contatAlnation could 
arise only from scattered nuclear 
materials.
Nevertheless, op area of ap­
proximately two souare miles 
was roped o ti by air police. A 
team of air force exoerts flew 
here frdm Hunter Air Force base 
at Savannah. Ga.. where the B-47 
was based, nnd set out to find
much as a Quarter of a mile from 
the 40-yard-widp c ra te r behind 
the Gregg home.
An unarmed atomic bomb, 
such as the one dropped here. Is 
one In which the complicated 
mechanisms required to set off 
a nuclear chain reaction have 
not been connected and therefore 
cannot produce a nuclear c» 
plosion. The air force said, how 
ever, that the bomb which fell 
here contained all of the ele­
ments that would be used in an 
actual military attack except the 
complete tricecring device, of 
which the TNT was only a part.
l a b o r  in c e n s e d
LONDON (AP)—The accidental 
dropping of an unarmed atomic 
bomb on a house In South Caro­
lina stirred up black headlines 
today In Britain, wher^ American 
planes carry nuclear bombs on 
patrol flights.
Opposition L a b o r  members 
likely will bring up the accident
H-lx)mbHcanr^ng f l i g h t s  by 
American planes ba^ed In Brit­
ain.
The bomb was dropped from a 
B-47 jet bomber, the same plane 
the United States Air Force uses 
here.
Prime Minister Macmillan fold 
Labor-critics recently that if a 
U.S. Air Force plane carrying an 
H-bomb crashed In Britain, there 
would be no danger of an atomic 
explosion. Press accounts of the 
mishap in South Carolina stressed 
there was no nuclear explosioa 
While agreeing with the gov­
ernment that American planes 
are needed' here as part of the 
West’s nuclear deterrent against 
Communist aggression, Labor 
party leaders have demanded the 
planes make their patrol flights 
with dummy bombs—at least un­
til after an East-West summit 
conference.
EXPLOSION ODDb
WASHINGTON (AP)—The odds 
are figured at better than 2,- 
000.000,000 to 1 against a nuclear 
explosion of an unarmed atomic 
bomb such as fell accidentally 
near Florence, S.C.
The orte-sided odds were set 
by a senior nuclear official last 
year after analyzing the results 
of tests run by the United States 
Atomic Energy Commission. The 
tests were made to find out
Mill**
dropped or subjected to the heat 
of a non-atomic fire.
By unarmed, • military men 
mean a bomb whose triggering 
device—which often contains a 
conventional explosive such as 
TNT—is not connected with the 
fissionable e n r i c h e d  uranium 
sealed inside a separate part of 
the bomb casing.
POINT PROVED 
Officials today considered the 
Florence atomic bomb as a case 
In point to prove their official 
contention, issued last Feb. 15, 
that the possibility of an accl 
dental nuclear explosion "is so 
remote as to be negligible."
The TNT part of the trigger of 
the Florence bomb did explode, 
but no nuclear explosion resulted.
The U.S. Air Force admits to 
at least one crash of an aircraft 
carrying a nuclear weapon, but 
no atomic explosion resulted 
then.
The defence department has 
also said there have been a few 
accidents to vehicles carrying 
unarmed nuclear weapons. Local 
damage resulted in some of 
these few instances from, deto­
nation of TNT components, but 
"without d a m a g e  appreciable 
greater than caused by the crash 
itself, or any injury to persons 
due to the presence of the 
nuclear material."
THUR., MAR. 13,1958 THE DAILY COURIER ^  J
CONTRACT BRIDGE
HEALTH COlUMN
Exercise Is Im portant 
However Old You Are
By B. JAY BECKER  
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The bidding:
Soutk West North East
l A  2 4  4 A Pass
Opening lead—king of clubs.
Many times, at first glance, a 
contract appears impossible to 
make. When this happens, the 
<feclarer has an obligation to dbu- 
wie-check' his prospects to see if 
It is possible for the opponents’ 
cards to be so divided that the 
contract can be made.
The possibility may be remote, 
but if ft exists at all, declarer. Is 
better off to assume a, favorable 
division of the adverse cards, and 
proceed on that basis, than he 
would be to glye up without try­
ing.
Observe this hand, for example 
There appear to be two sure heart
losers, and the contract looks 
hopeless. But declarer actually 
las an excellent chance to make 
the slam. West’s two heart bid is 
highly significant and forms the 
basis for the correct play.
The club lead is ruffed and the 
ace of spades is cashed, both de­
fenders following. Already, a 
great deal is known about the op­
ponent’s hands. West hfid one 
spade and presumably five hearts 
for his overcall. In  turn, this 
meant East had at most one heart 
(as well as only ond spade).
Eleven of East’s cards therefore 
consist of diamonds and .clubs. I t  
does not seem unreasonable to 
suppose that East ha? greater 
diamonds length than West. I f  this 
supposition turns out tp be the 
case, the slam can be made.
The A-K of diamonds are 
cashed and a diamond ismiffed in 
dummy. The ace of hearts is now 
cashed, the purpose being to re­
move East’s only heart from his 
hand. Then the queen of clubs is 
trumped. ,
All toe preliminary steps have 
been taken. Dummy is out of 
clubs and East is out of hearts, 
l i ie  key play Is now made.
The ten of diamonds is led and 
one of dummy’s two hearts is dis­
carded. East wins the dlamonc 
and is compelled to lead a club 
South ruffs toe club and discards 
dummy’s last heart.
The net result is that declarer 
loses no h’eart tricks at all but 
substitutes instead a. diamond 
loser. The exchange is a bargain 
—two for the price of one!
By Herman N. Bundesen. M.D.
No matter how old you are, 
you still need a certain amount 
of exercise. With th^ elderly, 
this should not present a real 
problem. If they do not overdo 
it or underdo it.
I  exercise each day, and have 
adopted a simple metood which 





.................'  ̂ ................
My office is on the third floor. 
We have elevator service, of 
course, and most of our employes 
use It all the time, regardless of 
age. But we also have stairways. 
You would be surprised how un­
crowded they are!
Whenever I  have to go to the 
fourth floor, I  walk. Whenever I  
have to go down to the second 
or first floors, I  walk: I  make it 
a rule always to walk up one 
flight and down as many as two. 
TAKE IT  EASY 
But when I  walk upstairs I  go 
up but three steps, then hesitate 
Just a second, place both feet on 
the one step, then continue up­
stairs.
This, 1 think Is good advice for 
most of you, whether you are 
youngsters in the prime of life, 
middle-aged, or approaching 
what some may refer to as the 
ieclinlng years.”
If  you have heart trouble or 
high blood pressure, however, 
you probably, should avoid all 
stair climbing.
DONJT Dd TOO MUCH 
There are many forms of ex­
ercise, of course. Most Impor­
tant thing for all of you over 
the' age of 40 to remember is 
that, while you need your daily 
exercise, you must not do too 
much. ,
' You must learn to stop any 
activity, especially if' it is stren­
uous, before you become, tired.
As one doctor advised his pa­
tients, halt when you are "pleas­
antly pooped.’; ^
Rapid beating of the heart 
and quick breathing should sub­
side within a few minutes. I f  it 
doesn’t, it’s an indication that 
you have tried to do too much.
I f  you haven’t been exercising 
much, your muscles and joints 
probably will ache after the first 
:'cw attempts. Resting two or 
three hours should take care of 
all the njuscular aches and pains. 
I f  it doesn’t, better see your 
doctor. Maybe you have suffered 
a strain or sprain.
I t ’s essential to continue your 
exercise regularly, even if it is 
simply walking to the train, in 
order to get the full benefits.
OLD ROCKING CHAIR 
Now, one important word for 
those of you who are about to 
retire or have recently retired: 
Call toe Salvation Army, toe 
Gooi-will Industries, or some 
such organization, and give them 
the old rocking chair.
You can’t retain good physical 
or mental health Just siltin’ and 
rockin’.
QUE.ITION AND. ANSWER
L.T.: L  heard that smoking 
increases a tendency towards 
cancer of the lung. Wobld using 
a smoking filter help prevent 
this?
Answer: I f  the filter could be 
changed after every few smokes, 
it probably would help prevent 
cancer in those who are suscept­
ible to it.
FOR TOMORROW
This day’s aspects stimulate 
financial and business affairs. 
Make the most of opportunities 
nlong these lines and concontrato 
on idoa.s and plans which have 
long-range value, Look, too, for 
new .sphcro.s in which to exercise 
your tulcnts.
FOR |r ilE  BIRTHDAY
I f  tomorrow is your birthday, 
,'our horoscope indicates that 
mngination ami n spirit of on- 
terprwo displayed during the 
next .six months could pay big 
dtvid<^nds, both Job-wise nnd fi­
nancially. This does not moa«\ 
that your gains will bo of n spoc- 
tnculnr typo, but rnthor the sub­
stantial, enduring kind—which Is 
of m r greater Importnnco. To 
achltevo such sound goals, you’lla---- \  ............. ................. -....... ..
Tir
TAX BINGO
VICTORIA (C P)-The British 
Columbia 10 per icent amusement 
tax must be paid on bingo games 
under legislation Just Introduced, 
Where there is no charge at the 
door, tax must be paid-on \ cards 
OF equipment charges. •
have to do your part, of course. 
Arid this means making the most 
of your Innate foresight, good 
judgment nnd willingness to work 
hard and assume responslbUltles. 
This period calls for your best! 
Give [tl
Personal relationships will be 
under generally good aspects 
throughout 1958, so try to * en­
courage new fricnd.ships and 
cement old ties. Do everything 
possible to maintain harmony 
within your domestic .sot-up, too. 
I t  should bb easy now. Give fuU 
rein to your most ambitious pro­
jects next December, since early 
1059 hold promise of groat 
achievement.
A child born on this day will 
bo endowed with fine imagina­
tion, percepUvenoBs nnd a great 
sense of integrity. '
DAILY CROSSWORD
believe  it  o r  n o t By Ripley
%IP
TRiOiMTmWWIOOR
THftOUfiHOMT Hl9Ll(YnN)E;NEVER PRANK. 
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Ifl. Gov. Smith 






22. Barks at 
24. Console 














.39. Unit of 
elcctrlcnl 
copndty 
4L. Stops over ' 
a fence
42, Lack of 
tone




IT WA& CCHMbUdtP AT 
oHaueomAriT
\  \ ,'
AM1.ICW W  IW IM S  lA iM w ic h . 
nAft DCSH Owned ov Fwmtv
OONT)»IUOU|l.y Foa SMYIMRB•  «MMia M. 44
DOWN
1. Cowers
2. A beor 
(nstron.)
3. Mature
4. Ja or oul
5. Arm Joint 
fl. Fibber
7. Shortening
8. Given to 
gibing
0, Seraglio 
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DAILY CRTPTTOQUOTE -  Here’S how to work ,
A X V D L B A A X R 
la L O N P F E L L O W
One letter simply stands lof
tor the three L’s. X for too two O’s. etc Single letters apost o|)hcs 
the length end formaUon of the words arc all hints, Koch day too 
<^e loUera are dlfforent
A ORVTOGBAM QUOTATION ^
T  C Z C Z A C T  , L O • V P V C P V S O N  /. P T- 
T S  P T L J B  U N Z P U  P V  P D N N T  U N Z t 
P U — OB P J 0  C T P 8 ,
Yratenlay’s Cryploeuote: A MAN HE SEEMS OF d lE E R F U L  
EStERDAYS ^ND CXINFIDENT TOMORROWS-WORDSWOUTtl
■ ' ' ■ ■ , '
PCMYBJS- EVEN tHOOiai ITS 'OC 6 0 5 m -  THAT, 
THERE WAS SOMETHING BETWEEN YOU AMTVtC 
WEUS-lSAPTTQSnRUPA BOUMG POT. YCXAIS 
dOT TO PORdET IT, JUUE. GUTTING NOW IS BOUND R7 BE mSUNDERSIOOO 
AS AKMDOe ADMISSION dUilT. XXJ GOT ONE WM TO HOE, HONEY CHUO-
-  FIGHT AND TRY \
s i
I
SEE HERE, COMMANDER BU, Wl CAN 
GUARD AGAI.N9T THUS RED FOR
TRACKIHO OUR SHIPS BY SIMPLY 
8CARCHM6 TEEBOtTOMS OFOOR 
5H IPS RFOR E ■TOECTUT TO *E A .
BUT WHAT A WASTE OF tWS 
AND MONEY. CANT YOUR 
SONAR eOYS DEVISE SOME
B u r n u  
TAKE 
TIME,
/AlAY X SUGGEST S0MCTHIN8, ADMIRAL?
/ SOMETHING THAT HOTVMLY WHAD PRISERVE 
ITBB SECRECY OS OmtSkp AVNCMEHTS SUT 
THROW THE RIDS INTO A TOZY, u rrsOAR IT, 
SAWTEl̂
I  DON'T RaiSN 
THE IDEA OP BfiWfi 
SWOrASASPVJ SO
'O KAV.BRAD R JR D -N  
[ SO  LETS G E TdahW .





MOMeVrv UTBf, BKICK ANO THS INTEOIStNCl 
o^ic4KSinnm nifs-toPARS hbapino 
n ea r tomaao rueppaFic.
NOWGIVHMS 
A RUN-DOWN ON 
GENERAL.
ASlViSAlRSOMB ,  ̂
R3f?ce 15 WAGING OPEN 1) 5 
WARMRE A641NSTOUR
O AG W O O a ,
H AVE YOU EVER 
THCXJGHT ABO UT
(MOVING ? ' r ' ,  , ,
* A .A**
SHOULD SAY N O T -T H A T , 
W O ULD M EAN  W E'D H A V E , 
TO BUY N EW  RUGS 
A N D  FU RN ITU RE 
A N D  D R A P E S ',
W E'D HAVE TO M A K E  A LL  
N EW  FRIENDS AN D  THE 
CHILDREN w o u l d  HAVE
TO c h a n g e
3-13
OH. O O N T GET 
SO  P A N Icn cY - 
I  JU S T  M ftA N T  






BUT IT’S TH’ 
LAST SLICE O’ 
CAKE IN TH’ 
HO USB//
B U T  HERB... I ’LL GIVE 
V A  A L L  A  NICS,r 
BIO N IB B L E .^
Q K „  N O W ...E A C H  O ’ YA 
B IT E  B IG H T U P  T * KAYr- 
F IN G E R S .'
m
IP YOU LAOS WANT 
TO PiartT....LBT/&  
DO n  raSHTl
THDRES a  RIGHT 
WAY T O  V O  
EVERYTHING!.
AS vo6 sAy . r vl ...t h b r e 's  a  Right w a y
V' -----ci«h-t*IO c?0 EVBRYTHlNC
%■





ip o m 'T K N o w  r o u n d s
WHAT VOU’RS 1 STAILINOI 







ON ilW K'5 
LWiD/>
SHE WOULDN'T TAKE ^  DON'T 
THE MOMBV-fiO YOU 1 HIM, 
TOLD GRISWALP 5 
P /P /  THEN KEPT




E E  
MONCY- 
BUBINESS Ift
YOU HWG A JOB N O W t  
PIGBY/ Y0U'RB.(50lNGTO 
QINk ANOTHER WELL FOR 
HANK, AND TWaONB HAD.
A
. ,  IjOOKI I  ,
Tvuffk A U  historical
STORIES CP 
THE WINNING’ 




.60 IS THAT HDBC6 OPERA YOlTMl 
WATCHING II ANO ITS AN ADtHT,-
AIL RIGHT...
IT^S SO OLD THOSE ^  
HORSES'S^LO BE DRAWING )




ADLAI HAS AN AHENTIVE AUDIENCE
Adlal E. Stevenson, right, 
twice-defeated Democratic can­
didate for .the presidency, is 
shown chatting with Secretary 
of State John Foster Dulles at 
the bipartisan ^meeting in 
W ashin^n on foreign aid. Mr. 
Stevenson urged the administra­
tion to enlarge its foreign aid
program and invite Russia to 
co-operate with the U.S. in 
helping undeveloped countries. 
He said that even " if the So­
viets are not interested in join­
ing our international effort, 
such an offer would at least un­
mask the motive behind their 
assistance programs.”
A U  A HOAX
Musician Ordered Off Stage. . .  
He Laughed At Girsst Conductor
By W. BOGERS .passages with the breast
University Of Alberta 
Extension Service
By CHARLES MORROW 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
EDMONTON (CPl—In a prov-|
Ince where 1,000,000 people are 
spread thinly over 462,000 square 
mUes, a university can’t,-confine 
its thinking to the campus, says 
Duncan Campbell, director of ex­
tension for the University of Al­
berta.
This was clear to Dr. Henry 
Marshall Tory, first president of 
the university and founder of the 
extension department.
Dr. Tory named his first ex­
tension director in 1912, but • as 
early as 1908, when the university 
was founded, he advocated ex­
tension of the university’s ben­
efits to the people of Alberta^
He told an audience that year 
a univefslty can’t  dolef out educa- 
' tion like a medical prescription 
without any knowledge of the pa­
tient’s symptoms. Indeed, he said, 
survival of the university might 
depend on the public’s awareness 
that its thinking and research are 
of vital importance to the com- 
munity.  ̂ ,
"These, concepts are as vahd 
today as then,” says M r. Camp­
bell, as the university marks its 
golden anniversary.
The extension library, which 
distributed b o o k s v to hamlets 
throughout the province, stUl Is 
important in the department’s 
work but 0 1 h e r  facets have 
changed. ’The program now Jin-' 
eludes lectures ranging from a 
“ mud school’ for oilfield workers 
to community art classes for 
farmwives.
. Broadcasts over radio station 
CKUA, Edmonton, bring mqsic 
and lectures to thusands and 
the department operates the na­
tionally - known Banff School of 
Rne Arts at Banff, Alta.
As his first extension director. 
Dr. Tory picked A. E . Ottewell,
, 'a boisterous .giant of a' man who 
was among the iiniversity’s first 
graduates in 1912. .
During the next 16 years, Mr. 
Ottewell’s model-T Ford, packed 
with books and motion-picture 
equipment, became a familiar 
sight on the rutted, mud roads 
of Alberta.
M r. Ottewell, reputed to have 
weighed 300 pounds, would break 
the ice at his meetings with com­
munity singing, then show films 
which Included some featuring 
Charlie Chaplin, and "Babby 
Bumps” comedies.
The movies would precede a 
talk about the university, what 
it could offer farmers’ children, 
how .it could help the communi­
ties. His subject might be on how 
to winter fall pigs or on the the­
ory of evolution.
By 1920, there were 200 boxes 
of books from the university In 
circulation and 100 short films 
available to community group.s 
’There now are 50,000 volumes in 
the extension library.
’The extension department built 
a radio station in 1925 with the 
aid of a $5,000 grant from the Al­
berta government. Radio station 
CKUA was taken over by the 
province in 1944, but the univer­
sity still has full use of its facil­
ities , for educational program 
ming.
E, A. Corbett, IWr. Ottewell's 
successor and later director of 
‘ the Canadian Association, playing 
n big part in the founding of the 
Banff School of Fine Arts in l i ^  
as a training centre for drama, 
music and art.
HAS W ID E APPEAL 
I t  has been broadened to In­
clude almost every phase of adult 
education and each year 600 stu 
denta attend Us courses, while 
0.000 attend other educaUotial
' Ask About 
BEAUTY CURL 
H A IR  SPRAY
(Coniainit No Alcohol)
Tieetings and conferences held at 
the school.
The Banff school now is under 
the direction of Senator Donald 
Cameron, M r . , Corbett’s succes­
sor as director of the extension 
department. The present direc­
tor, M r. Campbell took over in 
1956. -  I
The department’s staff, about 
30, each year reaches about 500,- 
000 persons, half the province’s 
population, with lectures, film  
shows, broadcasts and the li­
brary service.
Some 1,700 talks are given each 
year to audiences totalling 100,- 
000. About 675 travelling libraries 
boxes of from 35 to 40 books, are 
distributed to the more remote 
areas.
Technical training and courses 
in business and community man­
agement have expanded greatly. 
In 1956, 76 schools in oilfield 
techniques and safety methods 
were operated.
NEW YORK (AP?—A player in 
the New "^ork Philharmonic was 
ordered the stage of Camegi.e 
Hall Monday night for laughing 
out loud at the guest conductor.
'hie unprecedented incident oc 
curred before an jClite and dressy 
audience that had paid extra 
high prices to attend the vener­
able orchestra’s annual pension- 
fund concert.
’The guest conductor led a re­
spectable program of Rossini, 
Wagner. Strauss, Tchaikovsky 
and the like. But from his first 
appearance he broke away from 
tradition, convention and indeed 
even the proprieties, shaking 
hands not only with the concert 
master but with a dozen other 
players before he ventured on the 
podium, and even giving a kiss 
to each of the two beautiful harp­
ists.
He stumbled onto the oodl''m, 
and fell Off. He lost hold of 
baton and sent it winging over 
the heads of the paying custom­
ers behind him. Once he kept on 
conducting with a mad, swing­
ing beat for several measures af­
ter the music had ended.
It  was Danny Kaye, borrowed 
from theatre, radio and films, 
not so much leading an orchestra 
as putting on a circus. The man 
commanded to quit the stage 
didn’t ouit, but he was laughing 
hard to pucker his lios to play 
and the audience didn’t just 
laugh, it roared.
"Kaye conducted with a swish­
ing of his hips and a jiggling of 
his legs; sang for the boys, who 
fn one number sang for him; out 
on a Spanish dance while *he led 
Carmen: and conducted a few
and the crawl.
Perhaps his best stunt was to 
lament with the audience that 
they never saw anything ol a 
conductor but his back, and to 
show them what it was like from 
the other side, facing them—for
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stroke a “ Lohengrin” prelude—and reg­
istering snarls, weeping, laugh­
ter, ectasY and anguish and even 
d^bling up his fists for a fight 
The orchestra played admir­
ably, but seemed to have spent 
morb time rehearsing stimts than 
music.
Backward Sicily Now 
Ahead Of Mainland Italy
ROME (Reuters) — The island 
of Sicily, until about seven years 
ago one of thd Mediterranean 
basin’s most poverty-stricken and 
backward areas, is advancing to­
ward industrialization faster than 
any other part of Italy.
The far-sighted and liberal poli- 
a cles of the semi-autonomous re­
gional government and the dis­
covery of crude oil In commercial 
quantities are generally credited 
with launching Sicily’s industrial 
revolution.
Until 1950, the island’s main ac­
tivities were concerned with cit­
rus fruit, wine and bandits.
NOVELIST DIES
PARIS (AP)—Myriam Harry, 
who received the first Prix 
Femina award, one of France’s 
four leading literary prizes, died 
Monday night at 83. She wrote a 
score of novels and received the 
Femina awar4 for La Petite Fille 
de Jerusalem.
GAS PRICE WAR ENDS 
WINDSOR, Ont. (CPj—A three- 
week gasoline price war which 
saw prices as Tow as 37.9 cents, 
several cents below normal, was 
officially ended Tuesday after 
meeting Monday night of citt' and 
suburban service station a er 
ators.
M l
were so poor and its population 
So prolific that thousands of Sicil­
ians emigrated, every year,
NEW CAPITAL
Sicilians now are bujlding fac­
tories, expanding their shipyards, 
building skyscrapers, renovating 
their farming and mining meth­
o d , creating new industries and 
attracting foreign capital and 
tourists.
’The discovery of oil in the Ra- 
gusa area in southeastern Sicily 
in November, 1953, gave the em­
bryo industrial revolution a tre­
mendous fillip.
From the 25 oil wells, crude oil 
is flowing at-the rate of 1,650,000 
tiyis a year. A small refinery 
Augusta, on the east coast, built 
by an < Italian cpmpany in 1948 
has. been expanded and before 
the end of the year it will have 
a capacity of 2,800,000 tons 
year. • ,
Another large.' refinery, with 
a capacity of 500,000 t  q n 
is being built at Milazzo, on ,the 
northeastern coast. Both refiner­
ies- supplement Sicilian oil with 
supplies of crude' oil from the 
Middle East.
The island’s shipping industry 
has expanded, thanks to a spe­
cial shipping law exempting for 
10 years taxation on certain earn­
ings of ships owned by compan­
ies registered in Sicily.
New ships of all sizes are being 
built in Sicily’s erstwhile near- 
dle yards, or are being commis 
sioned from other Italian yards 
by Sicilian companies.
NEW DOCKS
Palermo’s harbor is being en­
larged. Its dry dock has been 
supplemented by two ultra-mod­
ern floating docks, built espe­
cially for super-tankers on Medi 
terranean runs.
To attract foreign tourists, two 
wholly self-contained tourist vil 
lages are being built, one on the 
sea front near Palermo, the other 
in the Valley of Temples, near 
Agrigento, on the southern coast 
Two.new "industrial zones” are 
being built on an area of ,1,200,000 
square yaWs east and west of the 
Sicilian capital, Palermo. ’The in­
dustrial zones of Catania and 
Messina, Sicily’s two main east­
ern cities, also are being ex­
panded.
At Catania, 13 new factories 
have been built since 1954, and 
another 11 are being built. Plans 
are being considered for 15 more.
by W ALTER BREEDE
NEW  YORK (AP) 
of recession were under attack 
on three broad fronts in thb 
United States this week.
Federal r e s e r v e  authoriti^ 
spearheaded the assault. ’They 
gave the federal reserve banks 
the go - ahead to trim  discount 
rates another notch. ’This is the 
interest charged on loans to 
commercial banks.
The aims to help business by 
making it cheaper to borrow 
money, whether for business or 
for buying consumer goods 
Other battle strategy taking 
shape in Washington was aimed 
at unefnployment, which rose to 
a 16-year high of 5,100,(X)0 last 
month.
EMERGENCY MEASURE
, measure would reduce down pay- 
_  iments on homes financed with
j T5  * insured mortgages.
It would provide a $l,85O,O(W.0O0 
kitty which t h e  /government 
caild use for buying mortgages' 
that banks and other lending in­
stitutions might not want. 
Another job-creating measure
field equipment ,'and: aircraft 
parts.
SHARPER SALES TACTICS
With consumer demand still 
lagging far behind industry’s cap­
acity to produce, businessmen 
sharpened their sales weapons.
I t  was increasingly apparent 
that consumers, pinched' by the 
prising cost of food, shelter and 
services in the midst of reces­
sion had not yet overcome their 
reluctance to go into hock for 
appliances, furniture and cars.
with money showed
’The senate cleared the decksTayoffs by some auto manufac- 
for fast action on an emergency turers and railroads, companies
aid - to - housing program. The' making washing machines, oilMexlco.
funds for 
program. . |
’These and other pump-priming 
efforts cheered Wall Street this 
week.
Other encouraging signs: M a­
chine tool builders reported a 
pickup in new business. Reports 
on retail trade showed consider­
able improvement — notably a 
marked pickup In new car sales. 
Not so encouraging were more
SEEK AIR FRANCHISES
WASHINGTON (CP) -  Capital 
Airlines Monday asked the U.S. 
Civil Aeronautic's Board to open 
immediate negotiations wlfh the 
Canadian government to permit 
Capital to extend its airline sys­
tem to Montreal and Toronto. ’The; 
airline contended that extension 
of the Capital system to Toronto 
would open up direct air service 
between Toronto and the Gulf of
C O L D  TREATMENTS
COUGH SYRUP\^ COLD CAPSULES 
^,0THROAT LOZENGES^NOSE SPRAY
ASKS ALL BOATS LICENSED
OTTAWA (CP)—Ontario Pro­
vincial Police Sgt. Everett Hicks 
Tuesday told a national confer­
ence on boating regulations that 
even outboard - powered canoe^ 
should be required to have a li­
cence. Newly-drafted federal ves­
sel regulations being studied here 
by experts from across Canada 
call only for the licensing of boats 
of 10 horsepower or more.
Relieve symptoms of (!olds and Flu with
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1— Quality branded merchandise only, accurately and honestly described.
2— Lowes,t possible prices consistent ivith our high standards of quality and service
to the consumer. / “
3— ̂ No price-padding . . .  no false discounts.
4— One price for all.'No discounts froiti advertised prices or prices shown on 
merchandiser
5— —Price will match o r ib ^ s s  than any price in the district for merchandise of
comparable quality.
6— Satisfadtion guaranteed, or miiney refunded.^
Ladies' Coats
Spring and Summer
New stock Is arriving dally . . . See the lovely 
styles for Spring in the latest Spring fabrics. 
Lovely tweeds and weaves in soft pastel shades 
. , plain colors in the finer fabrics . . .  beautifully 
lined In matching colors. Styled in straight slim 
lines . .  . tapering to the small cuff, slash pockets. 





O N L Y  18 IN C H ES FRO M  
FR O N T T O  BACK
Slim, sleek and sensational. New short 
neck picture tube cuts inches from 
depth of cabinet.
. i • ' .........
E X C IT IN G  N EW  
PICTURE C L A R ltY
General Electric’s new short neck 
nicture tube docs not use an ion trap 
with means focus over the whole view­




, J f  Cosmcllti 
U'$ Dyck s
. .  . for the figure 5’4" and under 
styles and priced as above
Skirts by Suzanne
The Casual Tailored Coat by "James Chambers"
Of the finest quality all-wool English Worsteds. A  beautiful A jr  A A  
coat for Spring. Sizes 12 to 20, Priced a t   .......... *1 J e V v
The Casual Jacket
Tartans with knife pleat 
styles. Sizes 12 to 20. 
Priced from
. , reversible in pleated
21.50 ,0 2 5 .0 0
In all wool English flannel and worsteds 
etc. Single arid double breasted styles . 
and patch pockqts. l A  O C
Sizes 12 to 20. From ......................
\
, fine corduroy, 
lijiilorcd dollars
.0 2 9 .9 5
Model C21C47
,A DELUXE ULTRA-VISION 
0  NEW TETRODE TUNER 
•  DIP SOLDERED.CHASSIS 
. •  23 TUBE PERFORMANCE
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